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General Directions

..r-OR..

Charging Edison=Lalande Batteries,

always allow the solution to g' cold
^|

^ before setting up the balteiy. Remove any scum frOtti the surtace o|^:i

the solution before pouring on th^ nil t;iir th^ ^^nlntinn rr.vin.^nrV:

while the caustic is dissolving.

It is most important that the oxide plates should be entirely"!

submerged in the Caustic Potash solution, so thdt the top edge'i

of the oxide plates should be at least one inch below the layer of oil.

It is also of vital importance that the oil should not be biititted.^

When oil is not used, creeping salts form, and the life of the battey i^|

reduced fully two-thirds

iSvforc immersing the plates in the solution, put them in water

until they are thoroughly wet. This prevents any oil adhering to them

as they pass through. If this is not done, a film of oil covers thf^ .^lo^oo

and it is some time before they will work to their full capacity

Complete directions for charging are sent out with

which must be followed closely to insure the proper working of

If not received, write at once for coj^v

We wish to call particular atiention to the fact that

the zinc is consumed it is also necessary to r^new oxide plates and J

solution.



THE PRINCIPAL POINTS IN FAVOR OF THE

Edison=LaIande Battery.

——•••illll^lllni".

1st. High and constant available electromotive force.

2nd. No local action, and, therefore, no loss of energy, while

the cell is idle — the chemical action in cell is less than one per

cent, per month

3rd. Extremely low internal resistance.

4th. Heavy current delivery, absolutely constant.

5th. Cheap materials easily obtained.

6th. No attention or inspection required until all the energy

of its elements is exhausted.

7th. Convenience of form and freedom from noxious fumes

or chemical deposits. No creeping.

8th. No polarization.

pth. Will not freeze at lowest temperature.

loth. The Edison-Lalande Battery is now made in ten

different types, each one of which is especially designed for the kind

of work named. (See page 6.)

Particular attention is directed to the Edison-Lalande
cells, types V and Z, illustrated on page 13, as both these

models have steel enameled jars, with liquid-tight covers,

and are specially suitable for use with portable gas engines,

including marine and traction engines, etc., etc. Both types

are strongly and well made, and will stand any amount of

hard usage. They are also well adapted for PORTABLE
phonograph batteries.



Description and Chemical Action

of Cell.

The elements employed in the EDISON-LALANDE cell are zinc, which

forms the negative pole, and black oxide of copper (Cu. O ), the positive

pole of the battery. The exciting liquid is simply a solution of caustic

potash. The oxide of copper is obtained by the process of roasting copper

turnings ; the oxide is then ground into a fine powder and compressed into

solid blocks, from which plates of a suitable size for the different cells are

cut. These plates are suspended from the cover of the containing vessel (a

porcelain jar), in a grooved copper frame, the sides of which are rigidly

bolted to the cover by means of thumb nuts, one of which also serves as the

positive pole of the battery. On each side of the copper oxide element in the

larger type cells (but only on one side in the smaller types) is suspended a rolled

zinc plate. These zinc plates are fastened by a bolt to a knob on the cover.

This prevents any movement in the relative position of the elements, and does away

with the necessity of using vulcanite separators to prevent any short circuits

occurring in the solution. The zincs are amalgamated, and as in most batteries,

the zinc is attacked more vigorously near the top than at the lower part of the

plate, the zincs for this cell are made slightly tapering, the thick part being

uppermost.

The exciting liquid employed in the battery consists, in all types, of a 25

per cent solution of caustic potash in water, or in other words, of a solution of

one pound of caustic potash in three pounds of water. When the circuit is

closed and the cell is put in action, the water is decomposed, the oxygen form-

ing, with the zinc, oxide of zinc, which, in turn, combines with the potash to

form an exceedingly soluble double salt of zinc and potash, which dissolves as

rapidly as it is formed ; the hydrogen, liberated by the decomposition of the

water, reduces the copper oxide to metallic copper. A layer of heavy paraffine

oil 3 8 iQch deep is then added to keep out the air and prevent creeping.



This battery has an initial E. M. F. of .95 volt, which drops to .7 volt on

closed circuit. It is made in a variety of sizes, each adapted to a particular

class of work. Taking the type "R" as a standard, this particular cell is 6

inches by S inches, the same size as the Western Union gravity battery. At

first sight it appears that the E. M. F. is low. The internal resistance is,

however, correspondingly lower (in this particular cell being only .043 ohm),

and consequently it follows that the AVAILABLE E. M. F. (potential differ-

ence) is very high.

To take an instance; Two cells of six inches by eight inches gravity bat-

tery, when first set up, will have an E. M. F. of 2.158 volts, and an internal

resistance of 1 ohm. Two cells of EDISON-LALANDE battery of type "R"

will have an E. M. F. of 1.4 volts, and an internal resistance of .086 ohm.

Suppose these two different batteries each worlv tlirough a resistance of 1

ohm; the resulting current will be:

E M F. INT. RES. EXT. RES. TOTAL RES. CURRENT.

Two cells gravity 2.158 volts 1 ohm 1 ohm 2 ohms 1.079 amperes

V«?.SMvl'% 1- 1-40 " 0.086" 1 " 1.086" L289 "
Lalande, type K

)

Furthermore, as is well known, the drop of E. M. F. across any particu-

lar resistance in a circuit, is proportional to the ratio of that resistance, to

the total resistance of the circuit.

It follows, therefore, that the proportion of the E. M. F. absorbed by the

internal resistance of the gravity battery is 50 per cent of the generated E.

M. F., whereas in the EDISON-LALANDE battery the E. M. F. absorbed in

like manner is 8 per cent. If the external resistance were less, the results

would be still more in favor of the EDISON-LALANDE. Again, in this

case we have taken the gravity battery at its best, but on working this bat-

tery the internal resistance would constantly increase ; which would absorb a

corresponding proportion of the E. }i[. F., with a necessarily diminishing

cun-ent in the external circuit. The internal resistance in the EDISON-LA-

LANDE cell, on the contrary, falls during the whole life of the battei-y, on

account of the negative electrode, oxide of copper (which is a bad conduc-

tor), being continuously reduced, during the period that the circuit is closed,

to metallic copper, which is a good conductor. This action virtually increases

the size of the negative electrode, thereby lowering the internal resistance.

One of the chief points of superiority of this battery is the absence of

local action when not in actual service. In an actual test made with 40 of

these cells by Dr. A. E. Kennelly, at the time he was Chief Electrician at

the Edison Laboratory, it was found that the average loss of zinc in each cell

for a period extending over three months was a fraction over 1 per cent per

month.



In making this test the zincs in each cell were most carefully weighed ou

accurate balances when the battery was first set up, and again at the end of

each month, Avith the above result.

Still another good feature is that no attention is necessary until the

charge is entirely exhausted
; that there are no noxious or poisonous fumes,

and that the permanent parts of the battery do not deteriorate with time, as

is the case Avith other batteries. This battery is now extensively used for all

closed circuit work requiring considerable current, and it gives universal

satisfaction. It can also be equally well employed for open circuit work,

such as burglar alarms, hotel annunciators, telephones, call-bell circuits and

railway crossing signals.

In order to point out the advantages and capabilities possessed by the

different types of the EDISON-LALANDE cell, which we manufacture, the

table on the opposite page was prepared by Dr. A. E. Kennelly, when Chief

Electrician of the Edison Laboratory, comparing these and other well-known

batteries on the market. It should be remarked, hoAvever, that most of

these latter, could not be practically employed for any motor work. The
local action in the chromic acid type, and the polarization in the Leclanche,

preclude their economic application for even yeyj moderate deliveries of

electric poAver. On the other hand, the EDISON-LALANDE cell is free from

objection on the score of either polarization or local action, and can be con-

veniently applied to sewing machine motors, fan motors, electric cauteries,

gas engine igniters, small electric lamps and other purposes calling for mod-

erate supplies of electrical power, in adition to the needs of telegraphy, tele-

phony and electric bells or signals.

A careful scrutiny of the internal resistances (second column of table>

and maximum safe continuous discharges (last column) of the various types-

of EDISON-LALANDE cells, is most essential when selecting batteries for

supplying heavy current for motor work, etc., as in such cases, the rate of

discharge is the first thing to be considered, and is of far more importance

than the capacity of the cell. For instance: The type "J" cell has a ca-

pacity of 50 ampere-hours. It would not, lioAveA'er, be wise to employ a num-

ber of this type cell for operating a motor requiring 3 amperes to drive it, as.

the maximum safe continuous discharge of this cell is found, by the table, to

be only 1 ampere (see last column). It would, therefore, be adAisable to use

type "E" cell or any of the larger models for this work.

These remarks do not apply to cells used for cautery Avork, which de-

liver upwards of 30 amperes on short circuit, as in this case the current is-

used for only a few moments at a time, and the battery can be used almost

up to its maximum current discharge (as shown in the third column), Avith-

out deterioration.
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Advice as to which type of cell to use on various

lines of work.
Each type of cell bas been constructed to fill special requirements of the

electrical profession. Thus we recommend their use as follows:

Type B. for Medical Induction Coils; see pages 45, 46 and 47.

Type J. for Telephone, Annunciator, Induction Coil, Medical Galvanic and
Electric Bell work.

Type X. for Local and Long Distance Telephone.

Type Q. for Gas Engines, Small Fan Motors, Spark Coils, Large Annuncia-
tors and Burglar Alarms.

Type Y. (Liquid-Tight) for Marine and Ti-action Gas and Gasoline Engines,
and Portable Batteiy for Phonographs. (See page 13.)

Type Z. (Liquid-Tight) for Marine and Traction Gas and Gasoline Engines,
and Portable Battei-y for Phonographs. (See page 13.)

Type R. for Gas Engines, Fan Motoi's, Phonographs, District Telegraph,
Fire Alarm Telegraph, Local and Main Line Batteries, Turn-
table Motors, Electro-plating, Railroad and Crossing Bell
Signals.

Type Y. for Railroad and Crossing Bell Signals; specially suitable for track
circuit work

Type S. for Fan Motors, Phonographs, Electro-plating, Chemical Analysis,
Miniature Lamps, Sewing Machines, X-Ray Coils. Heiman Cen-
trifuge, Railroad and Crossing Bell Signals.

Type W. For Cautery Batteries, Dental Motors, Small Power Motors, Sew-
ing Machines, X-Ray Coils and Pleiman Centrifuge.

Read Carefully Before Setting up Batteries.

A Few Points lo k Oliserved in the Installation and Care

of EDISON-LAIAJIDE BATTERIES.

Solution.
Wlien nixing Solution. Do not put the potash into the water and

leave it to dissolve, as it will solidify at the bottom of the jar unless the solu-
tion is stirred constantly until the potash is entirely dissolved.

The solution will burn the skin and clothes. Care should be exercised
when stirring, to avoid splashing it. If it is quickly removed from the skin,
by rubbing it off with a piece of tissue paper, no inconvenience will result.
Any animal or vegetable (not mineral) oil or grease will accomplish the
same result, as it will saponify it and i-ender it harmless.

The proportion of potash tO' water in making solution is 1 pound potash
to 3 pounds water for all types of cells, and the solution Avhen first made will
show a density of 1.25 specific gravity on the hydrometer at a temperature
of 60 deg. Fahr. It should not be tested until it has cooled down, as the
density is less when the solution is hot.

When the solution is exhausted it will show a density of 1.32 to 1.34 on
the hydrometer. We make special hydrometers, reading between 1.25 and
1.34 for testing purposes.



Tlie -weight of potash and qnautity of heavy paratline oil used in each

type of cell we make, are as follows:

Type A or B, 1 can granulated potash, weight 2K oz. to 8 oz. water, 1 oz, oil

"
J or C, 1 " " .

" " 8 oz. to 24 oz. " 2 oz.
"

" OorE, 1 " " " " 1 lb. to 3 lbs. " 4 oz.
"

" V, 1 '
1 lb. to 3 lbs. " 4oz.

"

" Z, -1 " " " "11 oz. to 2 lbs. " 2oz.
"

" Sor K, 1 " " " " 2 lbs. to 6 lbs. " 4 oz.
"

" RorG, 1 " " " " 2 lbs. to 6 lbs. " 6 oz.
"

" Y, 1
' 2lbs. to 6 lbs. " 6 oz.

"

" WorP, 1 " " " " 4 lbs. to 12 lbs. " 8 oz,
"

" Xor D, 2 bottles (one for each partition), each containing bH oz. potash to 16

oz. water in each partition, 2 oz. oil in each partition.

The solution must always be renewed when the zincs and oxides are

renewed, ns it is then completely saturated with zinc oxide, which is held in

solution, and is really changed into zincate of potash. If the old solution is

not changed, but used over again, it finally becomes' super-saturated with zinc

oxide, which will solidify near the bottom of the cell in the form of needle-

like crystals, and the efficiency of the battery will be greatly impaired.

The solution should always reach to the lower colored line in the jar

after it has cooled down, and it may then probably be found necessary to

add a little water when setting up the cell, to bring it to this line again, as

the volume of solution diminishes and the density increases as it cools.

When these cells are lised on outside work and ARE EXPOSED TO TEM-

PERATURES VARYING FROM FREEZING TO 40 DEGREES BELOW ZERO, it is

advisable to use a 20 per cent, solution of caustic potash, as when a solution

of this density is employed, the batteries will work much better in extreme cold

weather, as the solution will not thicken in the least, whereas, when a 25 per

cent, solution is used at these low temperatures, there is a tendency of the

solution to partially jellify, which impairs the efficiency of the battery FOR THE

TIME, The denser solution is, however, to be preferred for ordinary work, as

the efficiency of the battery is somewhat higher when using a 25 per cent,

solution in ordinary temperatures than when using a 20 per cent, solution.

] The following table gives the proportionate weights of potash and water for r

low temperature work, and it is advisable to always use this density of solu-

tion on Railway Signal Work, where the batteries are placed in exposed positions.

Type J or C, gran, potash, weight 6 oz. to 24 oz. water, 2 oz. oil

" or E,

" V,

" z,

" s or K
" R or G
" Y,

" W
" Y

or P,

nX or D, (each partition) 4 oz. potash

12 oz. to 3 lbs.
11

4 oz.

12 oz. to 3 lbs.
n 4 oz.

8 oz. to 2 lbs.
"

2oz.

]H lbs. to 6 lbs.
11

4 oz.

]% lbs. to 6 lbs.
II

6 oz.

]}4 lbs. to 6 lbs.
ll

6 oz.

3 lbs. to 12 lbs.
11

8 oz.

ash to 1 lb.
II

2oz.



Paraffine Oil.

The oil used in this battery is a very heavy pure mineral oil of high
viscosity. The object which this oil attains is not to prevent evaporation
(although it also serves this purpose), but to prevent creeping of the solution
up the zincs. If the oil is omitted, the zincs are rapidly attacked above the
solution, by the potash extracting carbonic acid from the air and becoming
carbonate of potash. This acts most destructively on the tops of the zinc
plates, above the solution, which are finally reduced to the consistency of

paste, and are totally disintegrated, although the part immersed in the solu-

tion remains intact.

The great importance of using the correct oil will thus be seen at once,
as the ordinary heavy paraffine oils in the market have not sufficient viscosity
to prevent this creeping. We should therefore strongly advise our custom-
ers to ahvays order their oil from us. as we experimented for upwards of a
year before we obtained a grade that Ave could absolutely rely upon. Do
not stint the amount used. The layer of oil shoidd be % inch deep on all

cells.

Zincs.

The zincs used in all our cells, except type D or X will only last one
charge of solution. At the end of this time they Avill be reduced to a skele-
ton. It is important always to see that the necks of the zincs where they
are bolted to the long binding-post bolt are clean and bright, so as to insure
good electrical contact; also see that the binding-post bolt and nut are per-
fectly clean and bright. For cleaning flat surfaces emplo.v a small piece of
emery paper, and the bolts themselves could be dipped into a dilute solution
of sulphuric acid and water, as described more fully later on.

Copper Frames
When renewing the battery, it is desirable to clean the inside grooves of

the copper frames. AA-here the copper oxide plates make contact, so as to en-
sure a good electrical coniiection. This is specially important AA^here the
batteries are required to giA'e a. heaA^y current for cautery or motor purposes.
These frames can be easily cleaned by wrapping a small piece of emery
paper round a stick which Avill just fit into the grooves, or by immersing them
in a dilute solution of 1 part of sulphuric acid and 4 parts water, and then
carefully i insing them in clean water, to remove all traces of the acid.

Copper Oxide Plates.

These plates are made of compressed copper oxide, the surfaces of AA-hich

are reduced, by a special process, to metallic copper.

The amount of copper oxide used in each cell is so calculated that it will

be entirely reduced to metallic copper AA'heu the zincs are consumed and the
solution is exhausted.

TO ASCERTAIN IF THE OXIDE PLATES ARE EX-
HAUSTED : Pick into the body of the oxide plates Avith a sharp pointed
knife. If they are red throughout the entire mass, they are completely ex-
hausted and need rencAving. If, on the contrary, thei'e is a layer of black in

the interior of the plate, there is still some life left, the amount being de-
pendent entirely upon the thickness of the layer of black oxide still left.

IT IS VERY POOR ECONOMY TO USE EXHAUSTED
OXIDE PLATES OVER AGAIN, as the battery will then polarize on
account of there being no oxide of copper left to act as a depolarizer. To ex-
plain this more fully, it should be remembered that the action of the cell is

as folloAA's:



Electro=Chemical Action of Battery.

When the circuit is closed, the water of the solntiou is decomposed into

nascent oxygen and hydrogen. The oxygen goes to the zinc phite (the nega-

tive pole), and unites with it. forming oxide of zinc. This, in its tuvn, is dis-

solved by the potash sohition. forming zincate of potash. The hydrogen
goes to the oxide of copper plate (the positive pole), and unites with the

oxygen in the oxide of copper, forming water (H2 O), leaving behind metallic

copper. As the oxide plate is porous, this action goes on, AA'hen the battery is

in service, until the oxide plate is reduced throughout its entire mass to

metallic copper in a finely divided state, and there being no more oxide of

copper left, the hydrogen will then collect in bubbles on the surface and in

the interior of the plate, and polarization will ensue.

When the cells are only used over extended intervals of time (remaining

idle during the balance of the time), it is advisable to keep them always on

dosed circuit through a high resistance, as there is a tendency of the solu-

tion to reoxidize the reduced copper surface of the oxide plates, and conse-

quently just enough current should be taken from the battery to overcome

this action. In practice it is found that a current of 15 milliamperes for

types Q. R and S. and 25 milliamperes for type W is suflicient to accomplish

this result. Our rheostats for cautery and dental work are all provided with

these high-resistance shunts, which are placed inside the rheostat box.

CAUTION. The oxide plates should never be removed frocn the
potash solution and allowed to dry in the air, as, if this is done, the

surface of the plates becomes reoxidized, by absorbing the oxygen
from the air, and the oxide thus formed is much more diflacult of

reduction than the original oxide of which the plates are formed
The internal resistance is consequently very greatly increased, and
the current materially diminished.

The difference of one inch in the height of the

solution in the jars, determines the success or

failure of these batteries.

Too great stress cannot be laid on the necessity of observing (when set-

ting up the cellsi that the top of the oxide plate is fully one inch below
the surface of the potash solution, and consequently about 13^
inches below the top of the oil.

In some of the W jars it is just possible that the position of the two col-

ored lines (referred to in the directions for setting up the cells) may be

slightly lower than the standard distance from the top. It is therefore bet-

ter, when setting tip these cells (after the elements have been immersed in

the solution), to raise the cover of each jar slightly, so as to ascertain the

height of the solution above the top of the oxide plates, which can be noted

by observing how far the insulating tubes on the frame sides are covered by

the solution. If IY2 inches of the lower end of these tubes is not covered by

the solution and oil, add a little mora water to bring it up to this position.

Note. Where batteries are placed in warm places they should be exam-
ined every two or three months to see that the solution has not evaporated.
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as this Mill gradiuilly take place, in spite of the oil, if they are in a hot
room. If the solution is found to have evaporated, add more water to bring
it again to the proper height.

THE IMPORTANCE OF KEEPING THE CELLS FILLED
TO THE PROPER HEIGHT M'ill be seen from the following ex-

planation. The reduced surface of the copper oxide plate is covered with a
fine dust of copper, particles of which become detached when the plate is put
into the solution. These particles rise to the surface of the solution, and
float underneath the layer of oil. If, therefore, the surface of the solution is

only on a line with the top of the copper oxide plates these ]5articles will in

time form a bridge from the zincs to the oxide plate, and a short circuit will

be established in the cell itself, which will desti-oy it and cause the zincs to

eat off at the line of the solution.

One other point yet remains to be noted . It is of the first importance that
all binding posts and connection Avires should be kept clean and bright at
the points of connection.

Table Showing Relation Between Old and New Models.

We have discontinued making Edison Lalande cells, types A, C, D. E,
P, G, K, L, M, N, P and T, and have substituted newer models specified
below, and as listed on pages 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15. We still keep on hand
Renewal Parts for these earlier types above referred to, so that cus-
tomers having these cells in service will not be inconvenienced.

Old type C is now repr
D
E
G
K
P

esented by new tvpe J.

X.
Q.
R.

"
" "

S.

w.

The only change in these cells is that the zincs in the new types are
bolted to a porcelain knob on the cover and consequently have a hole in the
neck for the bolt to pass through, instead of being made with a hook, as in

earlier models. The oxide plates, potash and oil, will do for the new and old
types equally well.

Types A, F, L, M, N and T are not represented by new models, but are
dropped altogether, as we found that the sizes we now make will fill all the
requirements of the trade.

The following list will be of service to dealers

carrying a line of our batteries on hand.

Oxide plates for A & B cells

CJ&Xcells
are the same size.

Potash cans for

Bottles of Oil for

E, F. K, L, Q, S & V cells

G, M, P, R, W & Y
C, J & N
E, O, Q & V
G, R. K, L, S & Y
M, P & W
C, J, N & Z
E, P, K. L, Q, S & V
G, R & Y
M, P, T & W

2 (iz. per cell.

4 .'

6
"

Zincs for each type of battery will have to be ordered for that particular
type.

'
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ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

Price List

Edison = Lalande Batteries.

TYPE **J" CELL
Annunciator Model.

Capacity 50 Ampere-Hours.

Price Complete Cell, with Porcelain Jar, $1.30

Price of Renewal Parts.

Copper Oxide Plate (capacity, 1 charge) .

Zinc Plate (capacity. 1 charge),

Can containing 1 charge Caus'Jc Potash, .

size over all, 3K X 7 in Bottlc Hcavy Paraffinc Oil, 1 charge,
Jar only jfi x 5% in.

For prices of permanent parts of cell see page 17.

,12

,08

.12

.05

TYPE *'X" CELL.

Special Telephone Model for Local and Long Distance Trans-
mitters.

Capacity 40 Ampere-Hours.

Price Complete Cell, with Porce=

lain Jar, = = = - . $2.5D

The cell is made to fit battery box under
transmitter.

Price of Renewal Parts.

2 Copper Oxide Plates (capacity 1

charge), 12c. each,

2 Zinc Plates (capacity, 1 charge),

8c. each, . . . .

2 Bottles Caustic Potash(lcharge),

15c. each, ...•••
Size over all ,% x ,H x 7K in. ^ottle Heavy Paraffine Oil, 1 ch'ge.

Jar only 4^ x 4J4 x 5%. For prices of permanent parts of cell see page 17.

).24

.16

.20

.05
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TYPE **Q" CELL.
Small Fan Motor and Gas Engine Model.

Capacity I 50 Ampere -Hours.

Price Complete Cell, with Porce=

lain Jar, = = = = = $2.00

Price of Renewal Parts.

2 Zinc Plates (capacity, 1 charge),

l'2c. eacii, SO. 24

1 Copper Oxide Plate (capacity, 1

charge), . . .25

Can containing 1 charge Caustic Pot-

ash, .17

Size over .11 s3. x 8 m Bottlc Heavy Paraffine Oil, 1 charge,
.
05

Jar only, 5% x 6% in. For prices of permanent parts of cell see page 17.

TYPE " R " CELL.

Gas Engine and R. R. Crossing Signal Model.

Capiicity 300 Ampere-Hours.

Price Complete Cell, with

Porcelain Jar, = = $2.70

Price of Renewal Parts.

2 Zinc Plates (capacity, 1 charge).

21c. each. .42

size over all, 6i/i x lo in.

Jar only, 0^ x S^^; in.

1 Copper Oxide Plate (capacity, 1

charge), 46

Can containing 1 charge Caustic

Potash, 28

Bottle Heavy Paraffine 011,1 ch'ge, .05

For prices of permanent parts of cell see page 17.
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TYPE *'Z" CELL.
Small Marine and Traction Gas Engine Model.

Liquid=Tight Steel Enameled Jar.

Capacity I 00 Ampere-Hours.

Price, Complete, $1.75

Size over all 4 '-2x6^14 in.

Jar only, 4K ^ 6 in.

Price of Renewal Parts.

1 Copper Oxide Plate (capacity 1

charge), $ .20

1 Zinc Plate, (capacity 1 charge), . . .25

1 Can Caustic Potash (capacity 1

charge), 15

Bottle Heavy Paraffine Oil (1 charge), .05

For prices of permanent parts of cell see page 17.

Soft Rubber Gasket Rings, each, .15

TYPE '' V " CELL.

Marine and Traction Gas Engine Model.

Liquid=Tight Steel Enameled Jar.

Capacity f 50 Ampere-Hours.

Price, 'Complete,

Price of Renewal Parts.

$2.50

size over all 5% x 8 in.

Jar only, 5 x 7 in.

1 Copper Oxide Plate (capacity 1

charge), $ .25

1 Zinc Plate (capacity 1 charge), . .30

1 Can Caustic Potash (capacity 1

charge), 17

Bottle Heavy Paraffine Oil (1 ch'ge), .05

For prices of permanent parts of cell see page 17.

Soft Rubber Gasket Rings, each, .15
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TYPE **Y" CELL.
Track-Circuit and Crossing-Bell Signal Model.

Capacity, 300 Ampere-Hours.

Price Complete Cell, with

Porcelain Jar, = = = $2.50

Price of Renewal Parts.

1 Zinc Plate (capacity 1

charge)

1 Oxide Plate (capacity 1

charge),

1 Can Caustic Potash (capaci-

ty 1 charge^ ....
1 Bottle Heavy Paraffine Oil

(capacity 1 charge), . .

$ .30

.46

.28

.05

size over all 6% x lo in.

Jar only, 6% x 8J^ in
For prices of permanent parts of cell see page 17.

TYPE "5" CELL.

Phonograph and Fan Motor Model.

Capacity, 300 Ampere-Hours.

Price Complete Cell^ with

Porcelain Jar, = = = $2.85

vSize over all 5% x 13 in.

Jar only, 5}^ x 11 in.

Price of Renewal Parts.

2 Zinc Plates (capacity 1 charge),

21c. each,

2 Copper Oxide Plates (capacity 1

charge), 25c. each, ....
Can containing 1 charge Caustic

Potash,

Bottle Heavy Paraffine Oil, 1 ch'ge,

For prices of permanent parts of cell see page 17.

.42

.50

.28

.05
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TYPE *'W" CELL.

Cautery and Dental Motor

Model.

Capacity, 600 Ampere-Hours.

Price, Complete Cell with

Porcelain Jar, = = = $4.85

Price of Renewal Parts.

2 Zinc Plates (capacity 1

charge), 38c. each, . . ^

2 Copper Oxide Plates (capa-

city 1 charge), 46c. each,

Can containing 1 charge Cans-

tic Potash, ....
Bottle Heavy Paraffine Oil, 1

charge,

).76

.92

,52

,08

size over all -jlA x 15 in.

Jar only, yj^ x 13^ in.

For prices of permanent parts of cell see
page 17.

EDISON EXHIBITION PHONOGRAPH BATTERY.
Consisting of 4 Liquid-Tight

Steel Cells, Type "V," capacity

150 ampere-hours, in polished oak

case, with strap for carrying same.

Price, Complete, = $12.00

This battery will run the phono-

graph for 50 hours with single

charge, and as it is absolutely liquid

tight, it is specially recommended

for travelling exhibition work.

Price of renewal parts for 4 ''V"

cells (see page 13), = = $3.08.
bize, 13 X 13 X 9); 111.
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THE EDI50N

Portable Phonograph
and

Gas Engine Battery.

TYPE "O."
Price, complete, = $20 00

Cost of Renewal Charge for

Complete Battery, $2.80.

Itemizt d as Under :

4 Oxide Plates, Type "O,"
at 25c §1.00

4 Zinc Plates, Type ' O,"
at 25c 1.00

4 Cans Potash, Type "O,"
at 17c. each 68

1 16-oz. Bottle Oil, at 12c. .12 ^'

$2,80

Extra Flat Rubber Gaskets for
Cover, 25c. each.

Wml' 'I*
' 'ii I iiii'i

I J ,
ii III™

ii'" I

Size 9/4 X 9^ X 9^ in.

_
This battery is specially designed for the use of traveling phonograph ex-

hibitors, _and_ will run a phonograph for 30 hours before needing any attention,
after which it can be recharged at a small cost. it consists of a square hard-
rubber cell divided into four compartments. The cover is bolted to the body
of the cell by eight long brass bolts, and the cell is rendered air-tight by a flat
rubber gasket that fits between the jar and the cover. It is encased in a polished
oak box provided with a leather strap for carrying it easily.

The Edison

Phonograph , . .

Battery
for

Stationary Work.

Consisting of four Edison-
Lalande cells, Type "S"
(300 ampere-hours), in lead-
lined polished oak box, and
battery cords, - $15.00

This battery will run the
phonograph for 100 hours
with a single charge.

Price of renewal parts for
four "S" cells, $4.76
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. . . PRICES OF PERMANENT PARTS OF . . .

Edison = Lalande Cells.

Glass Jars, type "B" (faradic), .... each, $0.10

Porcelain Jars, type "J," ----- "
25

" "Q," ----- "
.40

" " R," and " Y." . . .
<<

p,q

" "S," "
.65

' 'W," " 165
Steel enamelled Jar, type "V," - . - .

"
>^q

" " "Z," - - - .
"

.50

Porcelain Covers, type "B" (faradic), - - .
"

25

Rubber Covers, type " B " (faradic), - . -
" ^q

Porcelain Covers, type "
J

" and " Z," - . .
'•

25
" "Q," "S," "V" and "W," "

.35
" "R"and-"Y," - - -

"
.40

Copper Frames with bolts, type "B " (faradic), -
"

.25

" "J," "X" and "Z," "
.30

" "Q" and "V," -
"

,35

" " R"and " Y," -
"

.40
" "S," . .

'
.

"
.45

" "W," - . -
"

.45

Copper Bolts and Nuts only, all sizes, . . -
"

^q

Hard Rubber Insulators for Copper Frames, all sizes, "
.05

Long Brass Bolts and Nuts for Zincs, all sizes, -
"

.10

Nickel-plated Binding-post, " B " (faradic), - -
"

.15

Wire Connections, all sizes, - - - - -
"

.05

Flat Copper Strips, straight and twisted, "W," -
'

,10

Flat Nickel-plated Strips, "B," . - . .
"

.10

Nickel-plated Rings, "B," "
.10

Soft Rubber Rings, "B," •'
.03

Soft Rubber Gasket Ring?, " V " and "Z" - -
*'

.15

Soft Rubber Washers for Copper Frames, - - per dozen, .10

Soft Rubber Air Vent Nipples, " V " and " Z," - each, .03

Thumb Nuts, all sizes, "
.05

Edison Faradic cell, complete, type "B," with Por-

celain Cover, - - - - - -
"

1.26

High Resistance shunts for 3, 6 and 8 cells, - -
"

1.00

Gas Engine spark coil, .--_..- "
2-50
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Edison 7=in. Iron=Clad Fan Motor Battery Outfit,

1898 Model.
Consisting of Iron Clad

Motor with 7 inch Fan and

Guard, Battery Cords, three

Edison-Lalande cells, Por-

celain Jars, type "S," in

polished oak box IS^^^ inches

long, 8 inches wide, 15 inches

deep.

Outfit Complete, with

charge to run motor

150 hours, $17-50.

Edison Iron=Clad Battery

Fan Motor, with 7=lnch

Fan and Guard, $8 50.

We wish to call your

special attention to the fol-

lowing advantages in this

motor, which are possessed

by none other in the market.

It is noiseless, has self-

oiling-bearings, and is en-

tirely enclosed in iron-clad

case, the rear end being left

open for the regulation of

brushes. The workmanship

is of the very highest grade.

Wtien ordering renewals for this Outfit always state for
Type "S."

Complete Renewals for 3 Cells, Type **S,"

$3.60.

CONSISTING OP

6 Zinc Plates, Type "S."

6 Copper Oxide Plates, Type "S."

3 Cans Caustic Potash, single charges, Type "S."

Bottle Heavy Paraffine Oil, sufficient for 3 cells.

BRUSHES FOR IRONCLAD MOTOR, EACH, 10c.
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Edison 9=inch Battery Fan flotor Outfit,

1898 Hodel. (Ball Bearing Motor)
Consisting of Edison Battery
Motor with 9 inch Fan and
Guard, Batteiy Cords, 4
Kdison-Lalande cells, type
*S," Porcelain Jars, in pol-

ished oak box, 25 iucbeslong,
8 inches wide, 15 inches
high.

Outfit Complete,
with charge to run motor
upwards of 150 hours,

$25.CO.

Edison Battery flotor,

with 9=inch Fan and Guard

$ I 2.00.
The motor belonging to

this outfit is furnished with
ball bearings; which materi-
ally decreases the frictional
loss, and consequently the
fan runs at a higher rate of
speed while requiring consid-
erably less current todriveit.
This improvement increas=
es the efficiency of the
motor nearly 50 per cent.

The Motor with Fan oc-
cupies a space 10x12 inches.
It is noiseless and the most
efficient Battery Fan Motor
on the market.

Flexible Battery Cord
connecting flotor to Bat=
tery, $1.00

Complete Renewals for 4

$4.76.

Cells, Type *'S,'

CONSISTING OF

8 Zinc Plates, Type "S."

8 Copper Oxide Plates, Type "S."

4 Cans Caustic Potash, single charge, Type "S."

Bottle Heavy Paraffine Oil, sufficient for 4 cells.

BRUSHES FOR EDISON 9 INCH MOTOR, EACH, 20c
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EDISON IRONCLAD 9=INCH FAN MOTOR,

(3 Speed)

For 110 TO 120 Volt Direct Current,

Price Complete, $12.00

This motor is provided with a speed

regulating switch to vary the velocity of

the fan. The three speeds are as fol-

fows:

1400, 1600 and 1800 revolutions re-

spectively.

It is furnished with self-oiling bearings,

and is handsomely finished throughout.

EDISON 12=INCH FAN MOTOR,
( 3 Speed )

For 110 TO 120 Volt Direct

Current.

Price Complete, $17.50

This motor is provided with a

switch for varying the speed of the

fan. The three speeds are as fol-

lows: 900, 1100 and 1350 revolu-

tions per minute respectively.

It is furnished with self-oiling'

bearings, and the worknranship is of

the highest grade.

Butn these motors can be connected across the line (no to lao

volt direct current) without any external resistance.
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Edison Small Power Battery Motors.

Edison Battery flotor

No. 0.

This motor is suitable for Jewel-

ers' and Dental lathes, where only

small power is desired. It is fur-

nished with ball bearings, and is of

very high efficiency.

% Scale. Price, $ 1 5.00.

Edison Battery

riotor No. 00.

This motor is designed

i\\ for heavier work, such as

^^] sewing machines, electric

s-nl\lii!J! J/ pianos, railroad semaphores,

etc., and is also equipped

with ball bearings.

Price, - $25.OO.

The above motors, both of which are of the Paccinotti ring type,

are of the very best construction, and are suitable for operating dental
engines, jewelers' and dental lathes, sewing-machines, electric pianos,

etc.. etc. In designing them, special attention has been directed to

produce motors of high efficiency, which is of far greater importance in

battery motors than in small motors running on the light circuit, on
account of the cost of the maintenance of the battery being reduced to

a minimum when a motor of high economy is used.
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Edison l = 12th H. P. Small Power Motor.

( 3 Speed

)

For 110 TO 120 Volt Direct Current,

This motor is suitable for running:

^ small static machines, generators, kinet-

oscopes, dental and jewelers' lathes, and

general laboratory work.

It is equipped with a speed-regulating

switch for varying the speed of the motor.

Price Complete, $17.50

Kenneliy Standard Static Voltmeter.
For High Tension Currents, Both Continuous and Alter>;ati.\g.

Scale, to 600 Volts, = $40.00. Scale, to 1200 Volts, = $40.00.

This instrument is designed on the well-known piiiiciple of the electro meter.
Among the great advantages possessed by this instrument are the following:

It consumes absolutely no current. It is not affected by dynamos.
It is easily calilirated, and when once installed it never needs recalibration.

The divisions in the scale are most open between *.he working limits of the
various systems for which the instruments are designed, viz : between 400 and 600
volts on the 630- volt instrument, and between 800 and 1,200 volts on the l,200-vo)t,

Instrument.
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Edison Battery=Motor Dental Outfit.

OUTFIT *'A."

CONSISTING OF

8 Edison-Lalande Cells, type "W," ia lead-lined, polished oak box.
Edison Reversing Suspension Motor with Coupling and Spring.
Reversing Foot-switch with Instantaneous Stop Attachment.
Combination Motor and Mallet Rheostat in oak case.

Battery leads connecting Battery to Rheostat.
Simonson E.xtension "Wall Bracket.

S. S. White Flexible Arm with Duplex Spring, New Arm Support and either No.
6 or No. 7 Hand piece.

PRICE COMPLETE, $125.00.

Note.—If the S. S. White Flexible Arm, Avith duplex spring, new arm sup-

port and hand-piece is not required, it will make a reduction of $18.50 from the

above prices.

When the cells can be conveniently placed in the cellar the oak box can be

omitted, which will reduce the price of the outfit $10.00.

This outfit "A" has been before the profession for the last three years, and the

large and increasing sale for it, is sufficient acknowledgment of its worth. See

testimonials on pages 24 and 25.
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Prices of Separate Parts of Dental Outfit " A."

8 Edison-Lalande cells, type "W," in lead -lined, polished oak box, . . $ 48.80

8 " " " " " without lead-lined, polished oak box, 38.80

Edison Reyersing Suspension Motor, with coupling and spring, . . 17.00

Reversing Foot-switch, with instantaneous stop attachment and cords, 20.00

Combination Motor and Mallet Rheostat, 12.00

Battery Leads (10 ft.) connecting battery to rheostat, . . . . 2.00

Simonson Extension Wall Bracket, 10 00

S. S. White Flexible Arm, with duplex spring, new arm support and

either No. 6 or No. 7 hand- piece, 18.50

TESTIMONIALS.

The S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111. Chicago, May 8th, 1896.

Messrs :—I am pleased to say the Edison-Lalande Batteries are giving most excellent satis-

faction. They have now been in use about tvi^o years, and in that time have given steady,
constant current for using both my electric engine and pneumatic mallet, without ever having
to touch them, except when needing to be recharged. They have been recharged three times
in the two vears (or four charges including the charge when first purchased).

Repectfully, (Signed) Byron S Palmer, D. D. S.

631 Washington Boulevard.

The S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co. Poughkeepsie, N. Y., May 2d, 1896.
Gentlemen :—The Edison Battery Outfit purchased of you about two years ago has given

perfect satisfaction in everi/ respect, and I would not be without one a day, as it is a j, reat econ-
omizer of time and labor. Yours very truly,

(Signed; Stephen Palmer, D. D. S.

S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co. Freehold, N. J., April 20th, 1896.
I have used the Edison Battery Outfit for nine months with the greatest possible satisfaction.

I used it seven months before it was necessary to recharge the battery.
Yours, etc

,
(Signed) Wm. E. Truex.

The S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co. Ashland, Neb., May 4th, 1896.
Dear Sirs :—la response to request for a testimonial of the Edison Battery Outfit, would

say that I have used the same ever since the first of last January, and it is still in good running
order and gives perfect satisfaction. I bought it of your agent'at Iowa City, Iowa. I used it in
lOwa City two months and have used it here (iver two months, using the same plates I used in
Iowa City. I will cheerfully answer any questions that I can concerning the value and advan-
tages of the Outfit, lam Very truly yours,

(Signed) Dr. H. I^, Henry.

The S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co. New York, May 2d, 1896.
Mr, F. Harmstad, Manager N. Y. Branch.

My' Dear Sir :—In relation to the Edison Battery Outfit, will say that in April, 1895, I

purchased of your house an outfit consisting or ten cells Edison-Lalande Battery, Rheostat,
Switch, etc., using, instead of the regular hand-piece with motor connections, your fuse and
Weber-Perry Suspension hand-piece, setting the motor separate, using suspension engine belt.
Will say that it gave me great satisfaction, doing everything required. It ran eight months be-
fore the Battery needed recharging (Old Motor).

About t>i o months ago I changed to the new motor, and from experiments rrade since (using
Ampere Meter) I expect to get as much or more power and speed from eight cells as I did before
from ten, and shall be considerably disappointed if it does not run one year without recharging.
Theoretically, it will run thirteen months, from the experiments made as above, using eight
cells, as against eight months, using ten cells (Old Motor i.

You inay use any or all of the above, as j'ou see fit. Would be pleased to show the apparatus
working if you should desire to send any one to look at it

Most respectfully. Signed) Chas F Scott, Dentist.
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The S. S. White Dental Mfg Co. Calais, Me., May 2d, 1896.

Dear Sirs :— I have one of your Edison Battery Outfits and have had it since the 19th of last

August. It has not been renewed yet and works as well as ever. It is a daisy. The only thing

I regret is that I did not have it long before. It sa\es time to me and pain to my patients. As
it runs so smooth and nice they all think it far ahead of a loot engine. I would not take a thou-

sand dollars for it if I could not get another. In fact, if I had to give it up, I would give up
dentistry. You can't say too much for it. I have answered more letters in regard to it, and if

thej- have all taken my advice you must have sold quite a number in the last six months. All I

need now is a mallet to go with it to make earth a heaven for me as far as my work is concerned

Print anything you wish in regard to that machine, and I will endorse it.

(Signed^ S. T. Whitxey.

The S. S. White Dextal Mfg. Co., New York, N. Y. Lyons, N. Y., April 27th, 1896.

Dear Sirs :
- My Edison Batterj' Outfit has been in constant use for a year and a half ex-

actly, and I have always found it perfectly reliable and a pain saver to my patients, who much
prefer it to the foot engine, and a labor saver to myself.

It certainly enables the operator to do his work with greater ease, both to himself and
patient, more satisfactorilj- and more rapidly. About eight months is the life of my battery when
recharging is necessary, which anyone can easily do by following instructions.

Yours verj- truly, (.Signed) H. E. Forrester, D. D. S.

The S. S. White Dent.al Mfg. Co.
'

Troy, April 24th, 1896.

Gentlemen :
— Your letter asking my opinion of the Edison Battery Outfit was like a ser-

mon reminding man that he is but mortal, and that there is an end to all earthly things. It was a

rude wakening from dreams of perpetual motion which often float before me while looking at

my molor, and for the first time in sis months I am reminded that I own a battery. My outfit

was bought about twenty months ago and I am now on my third c'-arging. My power is far

more steady, as well as more reliable, than any street system, and there is a decided satisfac-

tion in being independent. I have not examined or even looked at my jars since charging them
six months ago. Mj- motor is in constant use, and it is working as well to-day as the day they

were charged. Do not disturb my dreams again by reminding me that I have not perpetual

motion in the Edison Outfit. It is so nearly so and the work of recharging so slight that I ask

for nothing better. Yours most truly,

(Signed) A. M. Wright, M. D S.

The S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co. Laurel, Del., April 20th, 1896.

I am very glad to sa}' that I have used the Edison Battery Outfit constanth- since July, 1894,

with entire satisfaction to myself and patients, it allowing me to operate more hours without

fatigue and the patients appreciating the firm posit on the operator maintains, especially while

excavating sensitive dentine. Respectfully,

(Signed) D. Marshall Hitch.

S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co., Chicago. III. Peoria, III., April 24th, 1896.

Gentlemen : — I bought one of j'our Edison-Lalande Battery Outfits in September, 1894, and
have used it constantly ever since, running in addition to the motor, the electric mallet and hot-

air syringe After failure with two other primary batteries I am delighted with the success of

this one, and should hate to keep house without it.

The only item of expense connected with it, except for recharging it twice, has been twenty
cents for a new pair of brushes. Respectfullj-, (Signed) W.A.Johnston.

The S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co. Phila., Pa , April 23d, 1896.

Gentlemen :— After hav-ing used the Edison Batterj' Outfit for over two 3-ears, I take great

pleasure in stating that the service obtained has been at all times very efficient and reliable.

During that period the battery has been recharged but once, Februaiy, 1895, and to-day, after

fourteen months' ser\-ice, is in good condition and capable of running the Bonwill Mechanical
Mallet, as well as the drill. The battery is placed immediatelj- before my chair, and is entirely

free from fumes, and its presence cannot be detected by sense of smell. As the power is so much
quicker and stronger than the foot-treadle engine, it requires greater care in its use, but this is

soon learned- If a brake could be applied to the motor, so that it could be stopped instantly, I

believe the outfit would then be for the critical dentist quite near perfection. As a means of

protection from dust, etc., I think the motor should have a silk cover or hood enclosing it.

Very trulj- yours, (.Signed) E. Henry- Neal
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The Edison Battery Motor Dental Outfit, Style "B."

This outfit ''B'' has been expressly designed to meet any objections

that may be urged against the use of the suspension motor.

The special features of the apparatus are as follows:

—

The battery consists of 8 cells of the well-known Edison-Lalande
battery, type "W," which is universally used for battery dental outfits,

on account of its long life, freedom from waste and absolute constancy
of current.

The reversible motor is placed on the floor and mounted on an oak
base, havmg a cover which fits entirely over it, to protect it from the

dust, leaving only the pulley exposed. It is belted to the Gilbert adjust-

able bracket by a round cord belt similar to that used on the foot-

engine.

The reversing foot-switch is fitted with forward and backward
movement, and also instantaneous stop attachment, v/hen the motor is

running in either direction.

The rheostat is equipped with two sets of binding posts, one of

them being for the motor connection and the other for attaching an
electric plugger, mouth-lamp, hot-air syringe, or electro-cautery, as

may be required, it being so constructed that it will regulate the

current perfectly for all these various devices.

The Gilbert wall bracket has an adjustable movement, which
enables it to be raised or lowered through an angle of 80 degrees,

thereby avoiding the necessity of raising or lowering the chair. It has
also an extension movement of about 12 inches which can further be
used as a belt tightener. The upright socket at the end of this wall

bracket is of the standard size, to enable any S. S. White engine-head

to fit into it without alteration. The engine-head can therefore be
removed at will from the foot-engine, and attached to the electric

engine without a moment's delay.

This bracket is elegantly finished throughout in polished nickel,

and is of handsome design.

The S. S. White Engine-head, arm and hand-piece are too widely

known to need any description, as their excellence is universally attested.

Prices of Separate Parts of "B" Dental Outfit.

8 Edison-Lalande cells, "Type "W," in lead lined polished oak box, . . $48.80

"
.

" " " " " without " " " " . . 88.80

Combination Motor and Mallet Rheostat, in oak case with glass cover, 17.00

without " " " '• " 12.00

Reversing Motor, mounted on oak base, with polished oak cover, . . 30.00

Reversing Foot Switch, with instantaneous stop attachment and cords, . 20 00

Gilbert "Wall Bracket with adjustable movement, 25.00

Battery Leads connecting Battery to Rheostat 2.00

S. S. White Engine-head, Flexible Arm with Duplex Spring, New Arm
Support, and either No. 6 or No. 7 hand-piece, 25.00
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The Edison Battery=Motor Dental Outfit.

STYLE " B.

"

CONSISTING OF

8 Edison-Lalande cells, type " W," in lead-lined, polished oak box.
Combination Motor and Mallet Rheostat in oak case with glass cover
Battery leads connecting Battery to Rheostat.
Reveising Motor mounted on oak base with polished oak cover.

Reversing Foot-switch with instantaneous stop attachment
Gilbert Wall Bracket, with adjustable movement.
S. S. White Engine-head, Flexible Arm with Duplex Spring, new Arm Support,

and either No. 6 or No. 7 Hand piece.

PRICE COMPLETE, $165.00.

Price of outfit without the 8. S. White Engine-head, Flexible arm with Du-
plex Spring, new" Arm Support and Hand-piece $140.00.

If tlie cells are placed in the cellar, the lead lined oak box can be omitted,

which will make a reduction of §10.00 from the above prices. The Rheostat can
also be supplied without the case and glass cover, if required, which would make a
further reduction of $5.00 from price of outfit.
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Edison Suspension Dental Outfit.
(For Use on I I O to 120 Volt Direct Current.)

OUTFIT '*C."

CONSISTING OF
1 Edison Reversing Dental Suspension Motor "C" for 110 to 120 volt direct cur-

rent with coupling and suspension spring.
1 Edison Combination Speed Regulating Rheostat and Foot-switch with instantan-

eous stop attachment and with lamp bank.
1 Simonson Extension Wall Bracket.
1 S. S. White Flexible Arm with Duplex Spring, new arm support, and either No.

6 or No. 7 handpiece.

Price, Complete, ... $80.00.
...PRICE OF PARTS SEPARATELY...

Edison Reversing Dental Suspension Motor "C" with Coupling
[

and Suspension Spring,
J

'"^
'
-^^

Edison Combination speed-regulating Rheostat and foot-switch
( qq qq

with lamp bank, - -
S

Simonson Extension Wall Bracket, lO.OO
S. S. White Flexible Arm with Duplex Spring, new arm sup-

]
.« ^q

port and hand jiiece, - \

Dental Outfits C and D are Specially recommended to Dentists
who can obtain the I lO volt direct current.
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Edison Dental Outfit.
(For Use on I I O to I 20 Volt Direct Current.)

OUTFIT *'D."

CONSISTING OF
1 Edison Reversing Dental Motor "D," for 110 to 120 volt direct current with base

and cover.

1 Edison Combination Speed Regulating Rheostat and foot-switch with, instantan-

eous stop attachment, and with lamp bank, ef^TtSTT'
1 Gilbert Wall Bracket with adjustable movement. ^^fe^^^
1 S. S. White Engine head. Flexible Arm with Duplex Spring, new arm support,

and either No. 6 or No. 7 handpiece. Price, Complete, $105.00.

Price without S. S. White Engine head, Flexible Arm with Duplex Spring, new
$80.00.arm support and hand piece,

...PRICE OF PARTS SEPARATELY.
Edison Reversing Dental Motor " D," with base and cover,

Edison Combination Speed-regulating Rheostat and Foot-switch
with lamp bank, . . - - -

Gilbert Wall Bracket with adjustable movement,
S. S. White Engine head, Flexible Arm with Duplex Spring,

)

new arm support and hand piece, . . . . f

Dental Outfits C and D are specially recommended to Dentists
who can obtain the J 10 volt direct current.

ch
I

$25.00.

30 00.

25.00.

25.00.
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The Edison Projecting Kinetoscope.

New Results, New Price, Life Pictures, Life Size.

('ut Showing Spool Bank.

. . . CONSISTING OF . . .

Projecting Kinetoscope with Spool Bank,

Condensing Lens, Objective Lens,

Electric Lamp, Lamp House and Resistance.

Price, Complete, . . . . . . $75.00

A new projecting machine that accomplishes the results of the

higher-priced machines, with equal accuracy and more brilliant effects.

Compact—weighing only seventy-five pounds complete. Portable

—

packed in one case and can be shipped as baggage. Operated by
hand power, and either 110-volt direct, or 52 or 104-volt alternating

current used for lamp, about 25 amperes giving best results. Storage
battery cannot be used^ but other light than the electric can be applied

if necessary. The pictures projected are life size, and the size of the

projection on a screen, at a distance of fifty feet, is 11x13 feet. The
outline of the pictures is sharp and clear, and Mr. Edison's new
apparatus has almost entirely overcome the vibration, which heretofore

has been the principal defect in projecting machines. Machines are sold

outright, without territorial restrictions of any kind.

If electric current is not available we recommend calcium (oxyhydro=
gen) light. We can furnish a calcium light burner (retort) for $15.00
extra, and a complete outfit for generating gases, &c , for $125.
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Tne machine is easily set up and operated. Every instrument is

accompanied with full instructions and diagrams. The Projecting

Kinetoscope, as shipped, is completely assembled for operation, ready
to set on a table orx)ther convenient base.

Cut Showing Reels.

Spool banks are furnished for this style of exhibit. Reels are also

supplied, so that the film can be given, but one exposure should the

exhibitor prefer, and several films can be joined together and run from
3. reel

Dimensions: When set up ready for operation, length, 3/4 feet;

width, 11 inches; height, with spool bank, 3% feet; without spool

bank, 2 feet.

Dimensions of packing case: 48 inches by IS inches, by 28 inches.

Gross weight, 170 pounds.

. . . GENUINE EDISON FILMS . . .

Write for our new catalogue of more than 350 subjects.

1 $10 for 50 foot Films.

PRICE } $20 " 100
j $30 " 150

SPECIAL NOTICE:
Our artists are now working in Japan and the far East. We shall shortly

have ready for the market new and interesting subjects taken in the Orient.

CAUTION!! Our Kinetoscopes, Projecting KinetoscoDes and Films are

covered by U. S. Patents 493,426, dated March 14, 1893, and 589,168, dated August
31, 1897. The public is warned against purchasing or exhibiting apparatus of

other make.
. . . Write for Special Catalogue of War Films . . .
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...THE 1898 MODEL...

Edison Stereo = Projecting Kinetoscope.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

The Edison Projecting Kinetoscope with Stereopticon attachment,
illustrated above, is complete with 2 objective lenses and 2 condensers,
1 lamp serving for both lenses. Electric, calcium or acetylene light

can be used with good results.

PnVp of machine as per iliustration and <ti](\(\ 00rrice ^j^^ Resistance Coil ^lUU.UU

Stereopticon AttacFiment alone and Instructions for con= d»^r aa
verting Projecting Kinetoscope into a combined machine •P^"*""

. . . ANY ONE CAN MAKE THE CHANGE . . .

This machine is similar to the Edison Projecting Kinetoscope with

the addition of the Stereopticon attachment, which can be used for

illustrated songs and regular stereopticon views. The titles and a brief

description of the films can be thrown on the screen, while the films are

exhibiting, or to keep the attention of the audience while changing
films.
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Edison X=Ray Apparatus.

The value of the X-Eay in surgical diagnostic work, by which means the surgeon
can directly examine, not only fractures, dislocations and malformations, but can
also accurately locate any foreign substances that may have entered the body, has
been recognized by the medical profession generally, and this apparatus is now
considered an indispensable adjunct to every Hospital, Laboratory and operating
room throughout the Country.

"Where it is possible to obtain the 110 to 120 volt direct current, we most
strongly recommend the Edison Instantaneous Air-Break-Wheel X-Ray Sets, which
have been specially designed by Mr. Edison for use on this current, and which will
produce far more powerful X-Ray effects than any other form of apparatus that is

known up to the present time. Full particulars and prices of these sets will be
found on pages 42 and 43.

The Xo. 400 and No. 500 X-Ray Sets are specially recommended for Hospital
work and for the operating rooms of private physicians, as Avith either of these Sets,
it is possible to obtain most excellent radiographs of any part of the body including
the trunk and head, and the definition obtained with the fluoroscope is equally satis-
factory.

The No 600 and No. 700 X-Ray sets, are stronger than the smaller size Sets,
and are specially constructed for parties requiring outfits with 10 in. and 12 in.

Ruhmkorff Coils.

If it is impossible to obtain the 110 to 120 volt direct current, the Edison X-Ray
Battery Sets, or Combination X-Ray and Cautery Sets should be used ; as it is pos-
sible to obtain most satisfactory results with properly constructed battery appara-
tus. These outfits are listed on pages 39 to 41 inclusive. For general practice, the
Combination Battery Sets No. 350 or No. 450 are specially recommended, as the
price of these outfits is very little more than the Battery X-Ray Sets corresponding
with same, and they have the additional advantage of enabling the Physician to use
the battery part of the apparatiis for electro- Cautery work, running surgical motor,
operating diagnostic lamps, and running the Heiman Centrifuge, listed on pages
55 to 58 inclusive.

Referring to Combination Sets No. 950 and No. 1050, both these outfits are
extra powerful battery equipments, and are strongly recommended where coils

giving a spark of 10 in. and 12 in. are desired.

We do not make any X-Ray apparatus to run on the alternating current, as it

Is necessary to use very complicated apparatus in order to secure satisfactory re-

sults, and consequently it is very difiicult for persons who are not practical elec-

tricians to handle same. Furthermore, the results obtained with the best Alterna-
ting Current Apparatus, are not to be compared with those that can be produced
with the Edison Instantaneous Air-Brake-Wheel Sets, and in fact, are not equal to
the Edison Battery Equipments.

We therefore, advise intending purchasers of X-Ray apparatus who can only
get the alternating current, to use Edison Battery X-Ray or Combination Sets, as
they will find them much more simple in construction, easier to handle, and less

liable to get out of order, besides giving more satisfactory work.

The essential features of the Edison Apparatus are enumerated below.

1 THE EDISON FOCUS TUBE.
2 THE EDISON FLUOROSCOPE.
3 THE EDISON RUHMKORFF COIL.

4 THE EDISON INSTANTANEOUS AIR=BREAK=WHEEL APPARATUS
FOR THE 110 VOLT CURRENT,

...OR..

THE EDISON=LALANDE BATTERY.
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. . The Edison Focus Tube . .

These tubes, wliicli are a modification of the vacuum tube devised by Sir AVm.

Crookes, consist of an oblong glass tube having metal electrodes entering at each

extremity, one of which is aluminum and is of circular concave form. This elec-

trode is called the cathode. The other electrode facing it, is called the anode, and

consists of a square piece of plantinum placed directly opposite the cathode, and at

an angle of 45 degrees. The wires holding these electrodes are sealed into the glass

at the point of entrance, and the tube is then exhausted of air, until a very high

vacuum is obtained. It is found when using focus tubes, that the shadows are

more sharply defined ; and consequently the definition on the Fluoroscope is much
clearer, and the time of exposure when making sciagraphs is also greatly shortened.

Our focus tubes are all made at the Edison Laboratory under the personal

supervision of Mr. Thomas A. Edison, and are most carefully tested before being

shipped.

When ordering focus tubes, it is advisable to state on what class of apparatus

it is desired to use them, as a tube that would give excellent results on Break-

Wheel Sets, would not work satisfac-

torily on a Battery Set, on account of

the vacuum not being right for that

particular apparatus, and vice versa.

Tubes with special vacuum are needed

for static machine work.

It will therefore be seen how im-

portant it is that we should always

know on what class of apparatus our

tubes are to be used, as otherwise it is

impossible for us to furnish tubes that

are certain to work perfectly.

The Edison focus tube ^rith

adjustable vacuum is the latest de-

velopment in the line of focus tubes,

and is specially recommended by us

to all users of focus tubes. The accom-

panying cut shows the new adjustable

vacuum tube connected to the spark

gap adjuster.

The advantage which this tube

possesses over that of the ordinary

focus tube is that on shortening or

lengthening the space between the

spark rods of the adjuster, the vacuum
in the tube can be lowered or raised at

will. The prices of these tubes will

be found on page 44.

The adjustable stand (shown in the cut) is so construced that the tube can be.

used in any position, either perpendicular, horizontal, or angular. This varied

movement will be found most convenient in cases where it is inconvenient to move

the object under examination.

Edison Adjustable Focus Tube and Aujustable

Stand.
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...The Edison...

Portable Focus Tube Holder.

This device has been constructed to enable the X-Ray
operator to move the focus tube a considerable distance

from the Ruhmkorff Coil, and it will be found of the

greatest assistance when making fluoroscopic examina-
tions of patients who cannot be moved.

The flexible cord connecting the tube holder to the

coil is several feet in length, and is covered with a com-
position having the' most perfect insulating properties.

For price see page 44.

The Edison Fluoroscope.

This instrument is very similar in shape to the stereoscope, the body being

of tapering form, with the small end formed to fit tightly over the eyes and the

bridge of the nose ; and the large end closed with a piece of cardboard, the inner

surface of which is covered with a uniform layer of fine crystals of fluorescent ma-
terial. This latter constitutes the fluorescent

screen, and is the essential feature. This device

enables the X-Rays to be practically utilized as

one of the most powerful agents in surgical diag-

nosis.

Fluorescent screens, mounted in suitable

wooden framework, are also furnished by us.

When using the fluoroscope or the fluorescent

screen, the object to be examined should be held

between the screen and the electrified Crookes'

tubes, when the radiograph of the object is delin-

„, eated upon the screen.
Edison Fluoroscope. '

The Edison Ruhmkorff Coil.

This instrument does not require any minute description, as its general char-

acteristics are familiar to most people. Briefly speaking, it is a device for trans-

iorming a low tension current, into a current of very high tension
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In using this class of coil for X-Ray work, however, it is necessary to observe the

greatest care in the construction of same, and also to accurately proportion the

windings of the primary and secondary coils, in order to obtain the best results.

In the Edison Ruhmkorff Coils, the greatest attention has been paid to these de-

tails, and also to the insulation of the primary coil from the secondary coil, as, if

there is any leakage, sparking ensues and the efficiency of th'e coil is destroyed.

The Edison Ruhmkorff Coil.

It is therefore necessary to use the very best quality of insulated wire and to

test each section of the coil, as it is being built up, in order to produce an instru-

ment that can be absolutely relied upon. We do not make our coils with sectional

windings that can be detached singly, as experience has shown us that it is impos-

sible to produce coils made in this way, which will not break down in time. All

our coils are handsomely mounted on hollow mahogany bases, in the interior of

which is placed a suitable condenser, which greatly intensifies the power of the coil.

In the 4, 6, 8, 10 and 13 inch Coils, these condensers are made in sections, and are

connected to a series of 4 plugs on the top of base, by which it is possible to use

any portion or the whole of the condenser at will. It will be found when using

both battery and break-wheel sets, that some focus tubes will work better when
only using a few sheets of the condenser, whereas, other focus tubes require con-

siderably more condenser, and in some cases it is necessary to plug it all in.

In order to plug in the condenser, the plug should be inserted between the two

parallel flat brass strips, in the hole provided for that purpose, whereas, if any part

of the condenser is not required to be used, that particular plug should be inserted

in one of the four holes in the middle of the long brass strip. In the Break-Wlieel

outfits it is sometimes possible to obtain better results when not using any conden-

ser, and this will be found specially so when using new focus tubes ; but with

battery outfits it is always necessary to use one or more sections of the condenser,

to obtain satisfactory results.

The coils furnished with the battery sets are operated by a vibrator which has

a special adjustment by which the periodicity of the vibration can be varied at will.

A combined switch and pole changer is mounted on the other end of the coil for

reversing the current and for opening the circuit when desired.
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Edison Instantaneous Air=Break=Wheel Apparatus.

lu the coils used with the Edison instantaneous airbreak-wheel equipments

operated by the 110 to 120-volt direct current, the vibrator is dispensed with, its

place being taken by the instantaneous air-break.

This device consists of two tooth-wheels mounted on the same shaft. The
projections or teeth make contact with two flat brushes, which bear on the outer

peripheries, and by which the current is brought in and led out again. These

G

Edison Instantaneous Air-Break-Wheel,

wheels are rotated at a very high speed by a small direct-current motor, which
also runs a pressure-blower. The air blast from this blower enters a bifurcated

tube and is conducted to two flat nozzles immediately over the contact brushes

When the device is set in operation, by starting the motor and connecting the

primary of the induction coil in series with the binding posts (attached to the break-

wheels) provided for this purpose, the spark formed at the contact brushes,

when the coil is energized, is instantaneously blown out by the air blast at

the moment of formation. This greatly increases the rapidity of change in the

magnetic circuit, and consequently vastly augments the electromotive force in the

secondary coil.

The motor, break-wheel and pressure-blower are suitably mounted on a sub-

stantial hardwood base, provided with binding posts for connecting it with the 110

to 120-volt direct current.

With the Edison instantaneous air-break-wheel apparatus, the 110 to 120-volt

direct current is employed to excite the primary coil and to run the motor. A
suitable rheostat is provided to control the current passing through the coil, and all

outfits are furnished with switch-board having cut-out, switches, and necessary

wiring.

One great advantage of the Edison Instantaneous Air-Break-Wheel sets is that

it is possible to use with these equipments, focus tubes of very high vacuum,

which could not possibly be used with any other form of apparatus.

It is generally known that the higher the vacuum in the tube, the more pene-

trating and powerful is the X-Ray ; and consequently, it is advisable to use high

vacuum tubes for body work, whereas, medium low vacuum tubes are suitable for

limb work.
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The Battery.

TN the battery X-Ray sets, it is necessary to excite the coil by means of a power-

1 erful battery, and the most suitable cell for this purpose is the Edison-Lalande

cell, types "S" or " W." The great advantages of the Edison-Lalande battery

over all others are that it will give a perfectly steady current during the whole time

it is in use, and that there is no waste when the battery is idle.

It also does not need any attention during its whole life,

and it is very easy to renew when necessary.

With the battery X-Eay sets we supply a number of

these cells fitted into a lead-lined polished oak box, together

with the coil, the fluoroscope, Edison X-Ray focus tube, and

adjustable stand, and the necessary wiring.

In the combination X-Ray and Cautery sets we also sup-

ply a suitable rheostat for controlling the current of the bat-

tery so as to allow of it being used for cautery, surgical

motor, diagnostic lamp, and centrifuge M'ork.

Where sets are required for use by traveling exhibitorsr

storage batteries may be used on account of their greater

portability, but even in such cases it is an open question

whether the Edison-Lalande battery is not to be preferred,

especially in foreign countries, as the difficulty experienced by the exhibitors in

getting storage batteries charged, when they are at a distance from large cities, is

frequently very exasperating. If, however, they are equipped with the Edison-

Lalande battery, all annoyance and pecuniary loss would be saved, as it would only

be necessary to carry a few extra sets of renewal charges. In all cases where

X-Ray sets are required for stationary use, the Edison-Lalande battery is far ahead

of the storage battery, and should always be used.

Explicit directions (illustrated by diagrams) for setting up all these various

sets of apparatus, are sent out with each outfit, so that no technical knowledge is

necessary to install and operate them.

By far the best text book on practical X-Ray work, is that written by Dr. W.

J. Morton, of New York City, entitled, "The X-Ray, or Photography of the Invis-

ible," published by the American Technical Book Company, Ho. 45 Vesey Street,

New York City. The style is clear and concise and the text is illustrated with a

number of half tone illustrations giving fac simile copies of pictures taken from

the negatives of the author. We keep a stock of these books on hand.

Price, Paper Cover, 50 Cents; Cloth Cover, 75 Cents.

Edison-I^alande Cell,

Type "S "
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These Prices Supersede All Previous Quotations.

PRICE LIST OF

Edison X=Ray Battery Sets,

EDISON X-RAY BATTERY SET NO. 200, consisting of

1 Edison Rulimkorff Coil, 4 in. Spark, with adjustable condenser and vibrator,

1 Edison Pluoroscope 5 in. x 7 in.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus tube, medium size.

1 Adjustable stand for tube.

8 Edison-Lalande Cells, Type " S " in metal lined polished oak box.

1 Battery Cord to connect battery to Coil.

3 Insulated wires for connecting tube to Coil.

PRICE, COMPLETE, - $125.00.

EDISON X-RAY BATTERY SET NO. 300, consisting of

1 Edison Ruhmkorff Coil, 6 in. Spark, with adjustable condenser and vibrator.

1 Edison Fluoroscope, 6 x 8 in.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus tube, medium size.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus tube, large size.

1 Adjustable stand for tube.

13 Edison-Lalande Cells, type " S " in metal 'lined polished oak box.

1 Sliding Adjustable Rheostat to vary current in primary of Coil.

1 Battery Cord to connect Battery to Rheostat and Coil.

2 Insulated wires for connecting tube to Coil.

PRICE, COMPLETE, $170.00.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

All Genuine Edison Coils have the name '' Edison " Engraved

on them.
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PRICE LIST OF

Edison X=Ray Combination Battery Sets

— FOR —

X=RAY, CAUTERY, SURGICAL HOTOR, DIAGNOSTIC

LAHP AND CENTRIFUGE WORK.

Edison Combination Battery Set No. 250, consisting of

1 Edison Ruhmkorff Coil, 4 in. spark, with adjustable condenser and vibrator.

1 Edison Fluoroscope, 5 in. x 7 in.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus tube, medium size.

1 Adjustable stand for tube.

8 Edison-Lalande cells, type " W," in metal lined polished oak box.

1 Combination Rheostat, for using battery for X-ray, cautery, motor, diagnostic

lamp and centrifuge work.

1 Battery Cord connecting Combination Rheostat to coil.

1 Battery Cord connecting Battery to Combination Rheostat.

2 Insulated wires for connecting tube to coil.

PRICE, COMPLETE, - $155.00.

Edison Combination Battery Set No. 350, consisting of

1 Edison Ruhmkorff Coil, 6 in. spark, with adjustable condenser and vibrator.

1 Edison Fluoroscope, 6 in. x 8 in.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus tube, medium size.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus tube, large size.

1 Adjustable stand for tube.

10 Edison-Lalande cells, type " W," in metal lined polished oak box.

1 Combination Rheostat, for using battery for X-ray, cautery, motor, diagnostic

lamp and centrifuge work.

1 Battery Cord connecting Combination Rheostat to coil.

1 Battery Cord connecting Battery to Combination Rheostat.

2 Insulated wires for connecting tube to coil.

PRICE, COMPLETE, - $200.00.

SPECIAL notice.

All Genuine Edison Coils have the name "Edison" Engraved

on them.
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PRICE LIST OF

Edison X=Ray Combination Battery Sets
— FOR—

X-RAY, CAUTERY, SURGICAL HOTOR, DIAGNOSTIC LAMP
AND CENTRIFUGE WORK.

(continued)

EDISON COMBINATION BATTERY SET No. 850, consisting of

1 Edison Rubmkorff Coil 8 in. spark, with adjustable condenser and vibrator.

1 Edison Fluroroscope 8 in. x 10 in.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus tube, medium size.

1 Edison X-Kay Focus tube, large size.

1 Adjustable stand for tube.

13 Edisou-Lalande Cells, type "W,'' in metal lined polished oak box.
1 Combination Rheostat for using Battery for X-Ray, Cautery, Motor, Diagnostic

Lamp and Centrifuge work.
1 Battery Cord connecting combination Rheostat to coil.

1 Battery Cord connecting Battery to combination Rheostat.

2 Insulated wires for .connecting tube to coil.

PRICE, COMPLETE, $265.00.

EDISON COMBINATION BATTERY SET No. 950, consisting of

1 Edison Ruhmkorff Coil 10 in. spark, with adjustable condenser and vibrator.

1 Edison Fluoroscope 8 in. x 10 in.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus tube, medium size.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus tube, large size.

1 Adjustable stand for tube.

16 Edison-Lalande cells, type "W," in two metal lined polished oak boxes.

1 Combination Rheostat for using Battery for X-Ray, Cautery, Motor, Diagnostic
Lamp and Centrifuge work.

1 Battery Cord to connect Combination Rheostat to coil.

1 Battery Cord to connect Battery to Combination Rheostat.
2 Insulated wires for connecting tube to coil.

PRICE, COMPLETE, $310.00.

EDISON COMBINATION BATTERY SET No. 1050, consisting of

1 Edison Ruhmkorff Coil 12 in. spark with adjustable condenser and vibrator.

1 Edison Fluoroscope 8 in. x 10 in.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus tube, medium size.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus tube, large size.

1 Adjustable stand for tube.
20 Edison-Lalande Cells, type "W," in two metal lined polished oak boxes.
1 Combination Rheostat for using Battery for X-Ray, Cautery, Motor, Diagnostic

Lamp and Centrifuge work.
1 Battery Cord connecting Combination Rheostat to coil.

1 Battery Cord connecting Battery to Combination Rheostat.
2 Insulated wires for connecting tube to coil.

PRICE, COMPLETE, $350.00.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
All Genuine Edison Coils have the Name "Edison" Engraved on them.
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PRICE LIST OF

Edison Instantaneous Air = Break = Wheel

X=Ray Apparatus.

(For use on 1 1 O to 1 20 Volt direct Current only.)

EDISON X-RAY SET No. 400, consisting of

1 Edison Ruhmkorff Coil, 6 in. Spark, with adjustable condenser, without vibrator.

1 Direct-Current Motor, with instantaneous air-break-wheel, and pressiire

blower, mounted on hardwood base.

1 Switch board with Snap Switch, branch cut-out, necessary wiring, etc.

1 Regulating Rheostat, for coil.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus Tube, medium size.

1 " " " " large "

1 Adjustable Stand, for same.

1 Edison Fluoroscope, 6 in. x 8 in.

3 Wires for connecting tube to coil.

PRICE, COMPLETE, - $250.00.

EDISON X-RAY SET No. 500, consisting of

1 Edison Ruhmkorff Coil, 8 in. spark, with adjustable condenser, without vibrator.

1 Direct-Current Motor, with instantaneous air-break-wheel, and pressure blower,

mounted on hardwood base.

1 Switch-board with Snap Switch, branch cut-out, necessary wiring, etc.

1 Regulating Rheostat, for coil.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus Tube, medium size.

1 " " " " largo "

1 Adjustable Stand, for same.

1 Edison Fluoroscope, 8 in. x 10 in.

2 Wires for connecting tube to coil.

PRICE, COMPLETE. - $285.00.

Brushes for Break=Wheel, per pair, 10c.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

All genuine Edison Coils have the name "Edison" Engraved on them.
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PRICE LIST OF

Edison Instantaneous Air = Break

Wheel X=Ray Apparatus.

(CONTINUED)

(For Use on 1 1 to 1 20 Volt Direct Current Only.)

EDISON X-RAY SET No. 600, consisting of

1 Edison Rulimkorff Coil, 10 in. spark, with adjustable condenser, without vibrator.

1 Direct-Current Motor, with instantaneous air-break-wheel, and pressure blower,

mounted on hardwood base.

1 Switch-board with Snap Switch, branch cut out, necessary wiring, etc.

1 Regulating Rheostat, for coil.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus Tube, medium size.

1 " " " " large "

1 Adjiistable Stand, for same.

1 Edison Fluoroscope, 8 in x 10 in.

2 Wires for connecting Tube to Coil.

PRICE, COMPLETE, - $315.00.

EDISON X-RAY SET No. 700, consisting of

1 Edison Ruhmkorfl Coil, 12 in. spark, with adjustable condenser without vibrator.

1 Direct-Current Motor, with instantaneous air-break-wheel, and pressure blower,

mounted on hardwood base,

1 Switch-board with Snap Switch, branch cut out, necessary wiring, etc.

1 Regulating Rheostat, for coil.

1 Edison X-Ray Focus Tube, medium size.

1 " " " " large "

1 Adjustable Stand, for same,

1 Edison Fluoroscope, 8 in. x 10 in.

2 "Wires for connecting Tube to Coil.

PRICE, COMPLETE, - $350.00.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

All gen4jine Edison Coils have the name "Edison " Engraved on them.
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Edison X=Ray Focus Tubes.

Edison Focus Tube.

Focus Tubes, small size, . $ 5.00

Focus Tubes, medium size, . . 6.00

Focus Tubes, large size, . . 8.00

Focus Tubes, extra large size, . 10.00

Adjustable Stand, for tubes, . . 2.00

Re-exhausting Focus Tubes, . . 2.50

When ordering Focus Tubes always state

whether required for use on Battery Coil, break-
wheel apparatus, or Static Machines.

Edison Adjustable Focus Tubes.

Adjustable Tubes, medium size, . | 8.00

large "
. 10.00

Spark Gap Adjuster, (Seepage 34) . 1.50 t3o

Edison Fluoroscopes

(With Tungstate of Calcium Screens.)

3 in. X 4 in. size, . . . . $ 5 00

5 in. X 5 in. size, .... 7.50

5 in. X 7 in. size, .... 9.00

6 in. X 8 in. size, .... 11.00

7 in. X 9 in. size, . . . . 13 50

8 in. X 10 in. size, .... 16.00

Fluoroscopes, in larger sizes, furnished on application.

Edison Adjusta-

ble Focus Tube.

Edison Fluorescent Screens (Tungstate of Calcium.)

15 Cts. Per Square Inch.

Edison Fluoroscopes (with Barium=PIatino=Cyanide Screens.)

3 in X 4 in.,

5 in. X 5 in.,

5 in X 7 in.,

6 in. X 8 in.,

7 in. X 9 in.,

8 in X 10 in.,

$ 6.50
10.00

12.50
16.00
20.00
24.00

Edison Fluorescent Screens (with Barium-Piatino-Cyanide.)

25 Cts. Per Square Inch.

Edison Portable Tocus Tube Holder with Cords, complete

(as described on page 35) $8.oo.
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Faradic Batteries.

The Edison-Lalande battery, on account of its great constancy of current,

and also its absence from local action when not in actual service, is most suitable

for use in faradic batteries. We have, therefore, placed on the market a line of

these batteries to fill the requirements of the general public and also for advanced

specialists in electro-therapeutics.

The coils in these batteries are so wound that the strength of the current in the

primary and secondary v?inding is perfectly progressive.

The vibrations obtained are of a very pleasing character, being entirely free

from uneven pulsations, a cause of considerable trouble frec^uently experienced.

When battery is not in action, it is unnecessary to remove the

zincs from solution (as in most other faradic batteries), but simply to

turn the switch, as there is no waste on open circuit.

The current furnished by the cells is perfectly constant, so that battery can be

used for hours without falling off in strength.

The cost of renewal of battery is very low and perfectly easy to accomplish.

Edison Universal Faradic Battery.

f . ..- II ,j^^-15?
'?-iyi?

-"'
^~"^"'''*% Price, complete, in polished quartered oak

m\' iMiMM i^lriiniirr"'™^ case, together with metal elec-

R^^K^WH trodes, - $7.50.

Cost of Renewal of Battery.

1 Oxide Plate, "B," - - 8 cts.

1 Zinc Plate, "B," - - 8 cts.

1 can Potasli (2 sticks in acan),"B," 8 cts.

1 one-oz. Bottle Paraffine Oil, "B," 4 cts.

^^^^^^;^^^^^^i.,,,,.._...^^ Total, - - 28 cts.

size, 7 in. X 6 in. X 7 in. high.

For prices of cell separately, and permanent parts of same, see page 17,
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Edison
Family = Farad ic = Battery.
Price, Complete, in Polished Quartered

Oak Case, together with Sponge
Electrodes, = = = = $10.00

Price of Renewal Parts for Both

Cells.

2 Copper Oxide Plates, B, at 8c. . |0.16
2 Zinc Plates, . . . B, at 8c. . .16
Can cnntaining 4 sticks Potash, B . .16
2-oz. Bottle of Oil for 2 Cells, . . .05

Total, $0.53

The Copper Oxide Plate and Zinc Plate will

,^=, ; stand two charges (one renewal) of Caustic Pot-

^^^m^m fish solution before being exhausted.

Edison
Physicians' Faradic Battery.
Price, Complete, in Polished Quartered

Oak Case, together with Sponge
Electrodes, = = = = $15.00

The same with interchangeable fast and
slow vibrators. . . $16.00

Price of Renewal Parts for Both

Cells.

2 Copper Oxide Plates, B, at 8c.

2 Zinc Plates, . . . B, at 8c.

Can containing 4 sticks Potash, B
2-oz. Bottle of Oil sufficient for 2 Cells,

).16

.16

.16

.05

Total, 10.58

The Copper Oxide Plate and Zinc Plate will

stand two charges (one renewal) of caustic Pot-
ash solution before being exhausted.

Prices of Accessories.

Sponge Electrodes and Handles. per pair, $1.00

Metal Handles, " .50

Battery Cords, " .50

Slow Vibrators, . each, 1.00

For prices of complete cell separately and permanent parts of same

see page 17.
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The Edison High Tension Faradic Battery.
Price, Complete, $40,00

Price of Renewal Parts for above Cells.

4 Oxide Plates, B, at 8c, $0.32
4 Zinc Plates, B, at 8c. .32

2 Cans Caustic Potash
(4 in.) B, at 16c, .32

1 4-oz. Bottle Oil, .05

Total $1.01

The Faradic coil on this bat-
tery is of the DuBois-Ray-
mond type, and the secondary
coil of same, which is entirely
removaMe, is wound with
about 1,800 yards of No. 36 B.
& S. wire, which is divided
into six equal sections. Each
of these sections is brought
out to separate connections
at the end of the spool, and
they can be thrown into the
circuit as desired by a
switch provided for that pur-
pose. The coil is operated by
four ±Qdison-Lalande ceHs at-

tached to the switch in front
of cut, and arranged so that 1, 2, 3, or 4 cells can be thrown into the circuit

at will. There is also a graduating rheostat in the primary circuit for con-
trolling the current from the battery. This outfit is constructed entirely on
the approved recommendations of the American Electro-Therapeutic Asso-
ciation.

Edison Cautery Batteries.
The Edison Cautery Batteries have been specially designed to meet the

large and increasing demand of physicians and surgeons for a reliable bat-
tery, capable of furnishing a heavy current for cautery worli, and which will
not deteriorate while standing idle.

The battery, when set up, will last, with ordinary use in cautery work,
for several months, during which time it requires no attention whatever,
and when exhausted, the elements can be renewed at a small cost.

The cells are closed and the elements do not have to be removed from
the solution, as there is practically no action when cells are not in use, and
consequently no waste in the battery.

It is also equally well adapted for running small motors wound to suit

battery, and for lighting electric headlights for throat work and other diag-
nostic purposes.

Being a primary battery, it is entirely independent of any external sys-
tem, and does not require to be sent to a central station for recharging, as is

the case with storage batteries.
The internal resistance is really only a fraction of an ohm, therefore the

whole energy of the battery is thrown into the external circuit, and our
cautery cells will deliver on actual work from 20 to 25 amperes, according to

the size.
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The three-cell battery shown below is intended only for use in light

throat and nose work, and is sent out complete with cautery handle and
knife. For heavy work and where the physician also wishes to run motors

and small diagnostic lamps, we make the eight-cell battery described on page

49. These cells, if desired, can be placed in a closet or cellar and connected

to the rheostat in the operating-room by heavy copper leads not smaller than

No. 8 B. W. G. insulated wire.

We wish particularly to call the attention of the medical profession to

some of the advantages our batteries have over any other cautery battery

(either storage or primary), that should prove it to be indispensable to every

well-equipped office.

They require absolutely no attention until they need recharging. The
current is perfectly constant during the whole life of the battery, so that

there is no danger of burning out either lamps or cautery knives. They are

always ready for use.

In volume III. of "A System of T'ractical Therapeutics," Dr. H. N.

Spencer, of St. Louis, in his article of "Chronic Catarrhal Diseases of the

Naso-pharynx and Consequent Diseases," says: "By far the most perfect

battery is the Edison-Lalande. I am indebted to Professor Barker, of th«

University of Pennsylvania, for my first knowledge of this instrument. Its

superiority over all others consists in its absolute reliability. I have em-

ployed one daily for six months at a Time without recharging it."

Edison 3 Cell Cautery Battery.

size, 26 in. long, ro inches wide, 17 in. deep.

Battery consists of 3 type "W" cells contained in a handsome polished

lead-lined oak box.

Complete with Cautery Cords, Cautery Handle and one Knife, $25.00.

For Prices of Renewal Parts of "W" Cell, see Page 15 of Battery Catalogue.

This battery is not adapted for running either motors or diagnostic lamps
;

nor will it heat a platinum snare.
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Edison 8 Cell Cautery Outfit.

This outfit consists of 8 Ed-

ison-Lalande cells, type '"W,"
in lead-lined, polished oak box,

mounted on castors and provided

with lock—Combination rheostat

for cautery, lamp, and motor

regulation in oak case with

beveled glass cover — Heavy
leads connecting battery to

rheostat—Cautery cord — Cau-
tery handle, as shown on page
52, and one cautery knife.

Price,Xomplete, $75.00

Same outfit, but omitting the

oak box holding the cells, 'and

the case with glass cover hold-

=\ I
ing the rheostat.

Price, $60.00

If the cautery handle and knife

are not required, the price of the

outfit will be reduced §5.00.
Size, 2 ft. 10 in. long, i ft. 6 in wide, i ft. 6^4 in. high.

If the battery is placed in a cellar and connected with the rheostat in the oper-

ating-room by heavy wire leads, it is not necessary to have the oak box, which
will make a reduction of §10.00 ; and if the case with glass cover containing the

rheostat is also omitted, the price is still further reduced $5.00. See price list

above.

For Price of Rene^^al Parts of " W" Cell, see page 17.

These batteries are also adapted for snare cautery work, for running small

diagnostic lamps and for operating surgical motors. See page 54 of catalogue.

The Heiman Eletrieal Centrifuge described on page 55, can also

be run very satisfactorily on this battery, which wiil also operate a
4-inch Edison X-Ray Coil, see page 40. (Combination Cautery and
X-Ray Outfit, No. 250.)
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THE EDISON
Alternating Current Cautery Transformer,

For Use on the 52 Volt or 104 Volt Alternating Current.

Tlie object of this

small iustrument is to
enable physicans to use
tlie 52 volt and 104 volt

alternating current for
electro cautery and
diagnostic lamp pur-
poses.

The current from
the mains is lead into

the primary coil by con-
necting the attachment
cords from the mains,
10 thetwo binding posts
on the right hand end
of the instrument after

first threading the ends
of the cords through

the two diagonal holes in the vrood base at that end.

The secondary coil is wound on the movable spool. It is operated by a
ratchet device, and the terminals are brought out to two pin attachments mounted
on ono head of the coil, to which the cautery cord or diagnostic lamp cord can be
attached. By moving the coil to the right, the current is increased, and vice versa.

The apparatus is mounted on a highly polished oak base, provided with cover,

as shown in the cut, and is fitted with a switch at the back Avhich autnmatically
cuts oft' the current from the mains, when the cover is closed.

Price, with attachment cord, plug, and cautery cord, - $25.00

THE EDISON
Alternating Current Combination Transformer,

For Use on the 52 Volt or J04 Volt Alternating Current,

This instru

ment is similar

in construction

to Cautery
Transformer de-

scribed above,

but is provided
with two mova-
ble coils for en-

abling the Cau-
tery and Laryn-
goscopic Lamp
to be used at the

same time, and
vet to be regu-
lated independ-
ently of each
other.

Price, with attachment cord, plug, and cautery cord. $30.00
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THE EDISON
Direct Current Cautery Transformer,

For Use on no to 120 Volt Direct Current.

This apparatus is designed to enable the direct no to 120 volt Edison current to be used
•with absolute safety for electro-cautery -work, and will be found of the greatest assistance to
those phj'sicians whose offices are equipped with this current. It is also suitable for hospital
-work, as nearly all the most prominent institutions are lighted by the direct current

It consists of an Edison Motor Generator, which is so designed that the direct current is

converted into an alternating current, which excites the primary of the transformer
shown on the left of the cut, and is identical with the instrument described more fully on the
preceding page. This instrument -will also operate any make of diagnostic lamps most efific-

iently. The apparatus is mounted on a highly polished oak base, and is provided -with an at-

tachment plug and ten feet of flexible cord for connecting the instrument to the mains.

Price, with attachment cord, plug, and cautery cord, - $55.00

THE EDISON
Direct Current Combination Transformer,

For Use on_^the no to 120 Volt Direct Current.
Same instrument as described above, but with Double Spool Alternating Current Trans-

former, as shown in lower cut on preceding page, so that Cautery and lyaryngoscopic I^amp can
be used at the same time.

Price, with attachment cord, plug, and cautery cord, $6000

THE EDISON
Direct Current Combination Cautery, Lamp and Surgical

Motor Transformer Outfit,

For Use on the no to 120 Volt Direct Current.

Same instrument as described above, but with Double Spool Transformer, and Motor fitted

-u-ith Surgical flexible Shaft and Handpiece, and Controlling Rheostat, for regulating speed.

Price, with attachment coxd, plug, and cautery cord, - $75.00
All these three instruments described above can be furnished with the Transformer, and

Ihe motor, each mounted on separate bases without extra charge In this case the motor is

mounted on a small shelf, with brackets, which can be screwed to the wall if desired, and
as connected to the transformer by means of a flexible cord.
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Edison Cautery Handle and Knives.
We wish to call particular attention to our improved Cautery Handle and

Knives.
The handle is adapted for both knife and snare work, and particular attention

has been paid to the interior construction, so that all trouble caused by imperfect
contact is eliminated—a fault so frequently found in the handles in present use.

The knives are constructed on strictly scientific principles, so that the whole
energy of the battery is concentrated in the platinum tip, instead of being wasted
before reaching that point

We were induced to take up the manufacture of these knives from the fact

that up to the present time there have been no cautery knives made to a definite

standard. We may add that all these knives are thoroughly tested and standard-

ized before leaving the factory and are guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction with
the Edison-Lalande Cautery Battery.

Edison Cautery Handle, complete,
" •' ' without snare attachment.

Platinum Snares, ......

1! a (J

No. 2. No. 3. No. 4, No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10.

Cautery Electrodes, any pattern, each, ... $1.00

Curved and Straijs^ht Canulas, each, ... $1.00
Aseptic Cautery Electrodes, in all of the above patterns, each, 1,25
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Edison Cautery Instrument Case.

Morrocco Leather Case containing one Edison Tauterv Handle, with Snare 4ttarhment
C'anula and Plalimini Snare, also one each I\os. 3, 4, 5 and (i Cautery Knives,

CAUTERY ACCESSORIES.
C^oinbination Cautery Rheostat in oali case, with beveled glass front (see pa<'e49) «!

ronibination Cautery Rheostat on polished oali base, with hard rubber top, without case
PoliBhed Oak Case with beveled plate-glass cover, lock and key, to contain Cauterv

Rheostat, ......
.

Gliding Rheostat for X-Ray and Cautery work,
. .

' ' ' "

<'autery Cords, .
"

. .
" .

Heavy Wire Cautery Leads, ten feet long, per pair.
Leads over ten feet will cost per foot, ...

S13.50

17.00
12.00

5.00
5.00
9.50
3.00
.lO

EDISON=DELAVAN CONDENSER,

For Throat Illumination.

For use on

110 to 120 Volt Direct Current and 52 and

104 Volt Alternating Current.

This Condenser has been designed to take
the place of the old McKenzie Condenser,
where street current can be obtained. The
incandescent lamp is so constructed that
there is absolutely no shadow thrown on the
object examined. It is fitted with a Ball and
Socket Attachment which allows the lamp to
be adjusted to any angle, making it much
more convenient to the operator.

Price, complete, with flexible Cords

and Plug Attachment, $15.00

40 C. P. Spiral Lamps for Edison-Delavan Condenser, $ 1 .50 each.
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The Edison Surgical Motor Outfit.
Comprising Edison Non reversing Sus-

pension Motor with Coupling and Suspen-
sion Spring, Flexible Snaft witli Extra
Flexible Extension and Hand-piece,
Regulating Motor Rheostat, Adjustable
Standard with Bent Arm, Floor Push and
Cords and 8 Edison-Lalande cells, type
"W," and battery leads.

Price, complete. $85.00.

Same outfit, but without 8 Edison-La-
lande cells, type " W," and battery leads,

connecting battery to rheostat.

Price, - $48.0O

Prices of Separate Parts.

Edison Non reversing Suspension Motor
with Coupling and Suspension Spring-, .

Flexible Shaft with Extra flexible Exten-
sion and Hand-piece, ....

Adjustable Standard with Bent Arm,
Regulating Motor Rheostat, . . . 8.00

Floor Push and Cords, . . . . 3.50
Battery Leads 2.00

Battery of 8 Edison-Lalande cells, porce-
lain jars, type " W." with charge for
same, 38.80

This battery is also suitable for Cautery -work -when used [-with a regulating' Rheostat
made specially for this purpose. See Page 49.

$15.00

17.00

5.0O

The Edison Hiniature

Lamp Regulator.

For using Diagnostic Lamps on the 110 to

120-Volt Direct Current and the 52 and 1C4 Volt

Alternating Current.

Price, with Attachment Plug and

Cords (but without Throat Lamp,

Lamp Holder and Cords), . $25.00

Edison Throat Lamp,

Lamp Holder and Cords, $4,00

Lamps, separately, for

above, i.5»
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THE EDISONHEIHAN ELECTRICAL CENTRIFUGE

Investigation of Urine, Blood and Bacteria.

To Run on the 110 to 120 Volt Direct Current, and 52 and 104 Volt Alternating Current

Also by Edison-Lalande Battery.

DESCRIPTION.

In the construction of the Edison-Heiman Electri-

cal Centkifuge, special attention has been paid to

the production of an instrument that can be rotated

at auniforna velocity, as only in this way can true

scientific results in urine and blood examinations be

obtained. It is well known that it is impossible to

run the old fashioned hand Centrifuge at a uniform

rate of speed, and consequently the results obtained

from such crude devices show a surprising lack of

uniformity "When, however, electricity is substi-

tuted for hand power, as is the case with the above

instrument, a great advance has been accomplished

in scientific analysis.

The above illustrationshowstheimproved Edison-Heiman Electrical Centrifuge.

It consists of an Iron-Clad Motor, the armature of which runs in the horizontal plane

The lower end of the armature shaft is made of hardened steel, and runs in a jew-

eled bearing, which reduces the frictional loss to a minimum. There is a special

oiling device for this bearing on the front of the motor, so that it can

always be kept well lubricated, which is important. The upper end of

the armature shaft, to which the urine attachment is connected by a set

screw is extended beyond the body of the motor. This consists of a cross-

arm, carrying at each extremity tapered metal shields, into which glass

tubes fit closely,

These tapered metal shields are hooked on to the cross-arm by a most

simple device, thus enabling them to be instantly removed for all pur-

poses, while at the same time it is absolutely impossible for them to fly

off when the Centrifuge is being rotated.

The cross-arm of the urine attachment is solidly constructed and

consists of a strong aluminum casting, which is perfectly rigid. The
cross-arm with the pendant tubes, when extended in a horizontal position,

has a diameter of 14 inches. The glass tubes fitting into the tapered

metal shields, are of the same general shape as the latter, and are accu-

rately graduated in tenths of a cubic centimeter up to ten cubic centimeters,

with space above for reagents. Each unit of measurement (tenth of a

cubic centimeter) represents just one per cent in the reading.
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When tlie machine is required for milk testing purposes it is necessary to em-

ploy a special shaped graduated glass tube with flat bottom and also aluminum shields

of similar shape. These shields can be instantly hooked on to the cross-arm in place

of the tapered urine tubes.

TheEdispn-Heimen Centrifuge is so constructed that the cross-arm carrying the

urine or milk tubes can be removed at will, and the Haimatocrite substituted without

a moment's delay, as the armature shaft of the motor is of such a size, that both the

urine and milk attachments and the Hajmatocrite are interchangeable.

This latter instrument consists of a metallic frame, carrying two graduated

capillary glass lubes, in which is placed the blood freshly drawn.

These accurately graduated glass tubes, seated in rubber-cushioned cups, are

held in position securely by a spring, so that there is no possible danger of losing

the tubes during rotation.

The Edison-Heiman Centrifuge is made to run on the 110 to 120 volt direct

current, on the 52 volt and 104 volt alternating current and also by battery power.

It is important, when ordering electric light

outfits, to state whether they are required to run
on the 1 1 O to 120 volt direct current, or on the
52 volt or 1 04 volt alternating current.

All electric light outfits are provided with a suitable controlling rheostat for

graduating the speed of the machine, and a velocity of 2,000 revolutions per minute

with the urine attachment, or 8,000 r. p. m., with the Hsematocrite can easily be

obtained.

The battery outfit with type "W" cells is a most complete combination

equipment, and it is provided with a rheostat which besides being used for the

purpose of controlling the speed of the Ceutrifage, can also be used for electro-

cautery work, operating miniature lamps for diagnostic purposes, running surgical

motor of suitable voltage, and operating spark coil for X-Ray apparatus. The

velocity of the urine attachment of the battery outfit, is upwards of 1,500 r. p. m. and

when the Hsematocrite is substituted, the speed is increased to 6,000 r. p. m. which

is above the requisite velocity for blood and bacterial examinations.
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It is of the utmost importance for the investigator to know the exact number
of revolutions per minute at which the Centrifuge is rotating, as the speed per

minute is a most important factor in the results obtained with this instrument.

It is therefore so constructed that an Alarm Speed Indicator can be instantly

attached to the machine while it is running.

We can furnish these Speed Indicators, with Special Attachment for the Hei-

man Centrifuge, at a very sliglit additional cost. (See page 58.)

. . . PRICE LIST . . .

EDISON = HEIMAN ELECTRICAL CENTRIFUGE OUTFIT

To Run on no to 120 Volt Direct Current, and the

52 Volt or 104 Volt Alternating Current.

...CONSISTING OF...

1 Edison-Heiman Electrical Centrifuge, with urine attachment, 1 graduated

tube and 2 plain tubes.

1 Speed Regulating Rheostat.

1 Hsematocrite, "with 2 graduated tubes, and 2 plain tubes.

1 Snap Switch.

1 Attachment Plug and Cord.

Price, complete, $35.00.

Milk Testing Attachment including 2 Graduated Milk Bottleo,

2 Aluminum Shields for same, and 2 Graduated Pipettes,

per set, $5 00 extra.

Centrifuge Safety Guard, - - - - - • 3.50 e^tra.

EDISON-HEIMAN ELECTRICAL CENTRIFUGE BATTERY OUTFIT

...CONSISTING OF...

1 Edison-H.eiman Electrical Centrifuge, with urine attacliment, 1 graduated

tube and 2 plain tubes.

1 Hgematocrite, with 2 graduated tubes, and 2 plain tubes.

8 Edison-Lalande Cells, "type S," in metal lined polished oak box, with

castors.

1 Speed Regulating Rheostat.

1 Attachment Cord for connecting battery to Rheostat, and Rheostat to Cen-

trifuge. .

Price, complete, $55.00
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EDISON=HEIMAN
Combination Electrical Centrifuge, Cautery, and

Miniature Lamp Battery Outfit.

...CONSISTING OF .

1 Edison-Heiman Electrical Centrifuge, with urine attachment, 1 graduated

tube and 3 plain tubes.

1 Hsematocrite, with 3 graduated tubes and two plain tubes.

8 Edison-Lalande Cells, type "W," in metal lined polished oak box, with

castors and lock.

1 Combination Rheostat, for regulating speed of Centrifuge, and for con-

trolling heat of cautery knives and miniature lamps, fitted in oak case,

with bevelled glass cover.

1 Pair of heavy leads connecting battery to Rheostat.

1 Flexible Cord connecting battery to Centrifuge.

1 Cautery Cord. 1 Cautery Handle. 1 Cautery Knife

1 Mouth Lamp, with holder and cords.

Price, complete. $97 50.

PRICE OF SEPARATE PARTS ....

Edison-Heiman Electrical Centrifuge, with urine attachment, 1

graduated tube and 2 plain tubes, _ _ _ _ $30.00

Extra Graduated Tubes for same, - - - - each, .75

Plain Tubes for same, - - - - - " .35

Graduated Milk Bottles, - - - - - " .75

Aluminum shields for graduated milk bottles, - - " 1.00

Graduated Pipettes for use with milk bottles, - - " .75

Alarm Speed Indicator, with Special Attachment, - - - 1.50'

Hsematocrite, with 3 graduated tubes and 3 plain tubes. - - 5.00

Centrifuge Safety Guard - - - - - - 3.50

8 Edison-Lalande Cells, Type " S," in metal lined polished oak box, 30.00

8 Edison-Lalande Cells, Type " W," in metal lined polished oak box, 48.80

8 Edison-Lalande Cells, Type " W," without metal lined box, - 38.80

] Combination Rheostat, for regulating speed of Centrifuge and for

controlling heat of Cautery Knives and Miniature Lamps,

fitted in oak case, with bevelled glass cover, - - 17.00

1 Combination Rheostat, as above, but without glass cover, - 13.00

1 Pair Heavy Leads, connecting Battery to Rheostat, - - 2.00

1 Flexible Cord, connecting Battery to Centrifuge, - - 1.00

1 Cautery Cord, - - - - - - -2.50
1 Cautery Handle, - - - - - --5. 00

1 Cautery Knife, - - - - _ ,_ - 1.00

1 Mouth Lamp, with Holder and Cords, - - - - 4 00
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THE EDISON
STANDARD AMMETER AND MILLIAMMETER.

Scale to 5 amperes, divisions
" 0tol5
" Oto2o
" OtooO

Ammeters.

ampere, $40.OO
40.00
45.00
50.00

Milliammeters.

Scale to 100 milliamperes, divisions 1 milliampero, . . - . $37.50
" to 200 " " 2 " .... 37.50
" to 500 " " 5 " .... 37.50

A few points demonstrating the special features distinguishing' these

instruments from all others no^r in use :

1st.

2nd.

3rd.

4th.

5th.

6th.

7th.

8th.

9th.

They have no iron, steel, or magnetic metal in their moving parts, and con-
sequently will not alter or demagnetize under any reasonable treatment.

They are not affected by the earth's magnetic field, nor even,by the stray

field of dynamos beyond a few feet radius.
The scales are nearly uniform, and very distinct, being read off with mirror

to avoid parallax.

The movements of the indicator are practically dead-beat.
The instruments are calibrated and standardized at the EdisonXaboratory.
They have very low resistance and inductance, so that they possess great

electromagnetic power, combined with very little influence upon the circuit

whose current strength they measure. The resistance of the 500-milliam-

pere instrument is 0.3 ohm, and its inductance 5 micro-henrys.
They are very compact and portable, the outside dimensions of the instru-

ment being 6^ in. x 8Xin- by 2}( in. high; and their weight in wooden
case, six pounds.

There are no adjustments, leveling screws or clamps for shipment, so that

the instruments are always ready for operation, and can be used in any
position.

The binding posts are large and strong. They will take a large wire by
penetration or a small wire by clamping.
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The Edison

Fractional

Volt Selector

For

Cataphoresis.

For 110 to 120 Volt

Direct Current.

''Phis apparatus has
1 been designed to

meet the demand of
the Dental Profession
for a reliable instru-"

ment for enabling the
Edison direct current
(110 to 120 volts) to
be used for Catapho-
resis and the produc-
tion of Local Anes-
thesia.

It consists of a hard-rubbei c> Under upon which is wound in suitable grooves
cut on the face of same, several hundred feet of german silver wire, having a very
high resistance. This current controller is regulated by the sliding contact shown
in the cut, which travels along the two rods above, parallel with the cylinder, and
which bears lightly and uniformly on the convolutions of the wire.

The apparatus is so constructed that it is impossible for any dangerous current
to reach the patient.

One of the great advantages of this instrument is, that the operator can vary
the voltage to any pressure that he may desire to use. The initial voltage of
the Edison direct-current is usually about 130 volts, but by means of the Volt-
Selector-Switch (shown on the right hand of the board) it is possible to obtain a
current which will vary from a voltage of zero to only 20 volts by moving the
switch lever one button to the right.

If the switch lever is moved two buttons to the right, the voltage of the in-

strument will now vary from zero to 40 volts. SimiJiarly if the switch lever is

moved three buttons to the right, the voltage will vary from zero to 60 volts, if

moved four buttons to the right, from zero to 80 volts, and if moved to the extreme
limit of five buttons, the voltage will, in this case, vary from zero to 100 volts.

The german silver wire current-controller (referred to above), is so connected,
that it acts as the most perfect fractional volt selector, as well as a current regu-
lator. If a volt meter is connected across the binding posts to which the electrodes
are usually attached, and the sliding contact is gradually moved from the extreme
left to the extreme right, it will be found that the voltage will rise uniformly from
zero to its maximum limit.

By means of the large number of convolutions of wire on the current controller,

it is possible to vary the voltage by one-hundredth of a volt at a time Such
perfect regulation is impossible with any other instrument of this character on the
market.

Price, complete with Edison Milli-Ammeter, $80,00.

Price, without Edison IVIilli-Ammeter, $50.00.

The apparatus can also be furnished with a battery (in cases where the Edison
direct-current cannot be obtained) for which an extra charge is made.
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THE EDISON COMBINATION

GALVANIC AND FARADIC ADAPTOR
For Use on no to 120 Volt Direct Current.

(EDISON CIRCUIT)

The Follo'wiiig Currents can be Obtained from this Instrument:

1st. The Direct Galvanic Current of 110 to 120 volts.

2nd. The Direct Galvanic Current of 60 volts.

3rd. The Primary Faradic Current, capable of 6 variations of strength, depending

on the number of sections of the secondary coil that are short cir-

cuited.

4th. The six Secondary Faradic Currents, all of which manifest distinct character-

istics.

5th. The Primary Faradic Current superposed on the 110 to 120-volt Galvanic

Current.

6th. The Primary Faradic Current superposed on the 60-volt Galvanic Cur-

rent.

The instrument is handsomely mounted on a polished quartered oak base,

and enclosed in a bevelled plate-glass case, provided with lock.

Price, complete, $125.00,
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DESCRIPTION.

One of the most urgent inquiries of the physician of to day is for an instru-
ment by which he can use the Edison 110 or 120 volt direct current for all varied
forms of electro-therapeuiic treatment with absolute safety to the patient, and at
the same time be able to graduate and conti-ol it within the finest limits, and also
accurately measure the strength of the current he is employing.

Such an apparatus is illustrated on the preceding page, and has been designed
with a special view to fulfilling all these requirements.

It consists of a hard-rubber cylinder, upon which is wound in suitable grooves,
•cut on the face of same, several hundred feet of German silver wire having a veiy
high resistance.

This rheostat is regulated by the sliding contact which travels along the two
rods above and parallel with the cylinder.

A 16 C P. lamp is placed in circuit with each of the leading-in wires, to

•effectually protect the patient and apparatus, should a shoi't circuit occur on any
part of the electric light circuit.

A third lamp, shown on the extreme right, provided with a key, is arranged in

•shunt with the rheostat. When the key is turned on, the voltage of the galvanic
current is reduced to 60 volts. With this shunt in operation, and all the resistance

•of the rheostat thrown into the circuit, by moving the sliding contact to the ex-
treme left, a current of one milliampere is obtained when the binding posts are
connected together by a short piece of wire, i. e. , short-circuited. On moving the
sliding contact to the right, the resistance is very gratlually diminished, and the
•current correspondingly increased. This finely graduated current is required in

some cases where a very slight irregularity in the current would produce a shock
to the patient.

When a stronger current is required, the lamp is cut out by turning off the key,
and the current is used unshunted.

The well-known Edison milliammeter is mounted on the base on the left,

the pole-changing switch is placed in the middle of the board, while on the right
is shown the faradic coil, which i>( also operated by the street current.

This is of the Du Bois Raymond type, the secondary being wound upon a sep-

arate spool, removable at will. This secondary winding consists of 24 layers of ISIo.

34 wire, having a total length of about 1800 yards. The winding is tapped in 6

places, so as to divide the coil into 6 sections, each section consisting of 4 layers of

wire, the whole being connected in series. By this arrangement 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 or
'24 layers of secondary winding can be used as required, by moving the switch
shown on the end of the coil.

Each section produces an entirely different sensory effect, the current in the
first section being very stimulating, whereas the current in the sixth section is of a
very pleasing character and produces a sedative effect, the character of the current
in the other sections being intermediate between the two extremes When first

put into operation the secondary coil should always be moved to the extreme right,

•so as to leave the primary uncovered, the strength of the current being increased

by slowly moving it toward the left, so as to finally cover the primary coil.

The current in the primary, on the contrary, is at a minimum when it is en-

tirely covered up by the secondary coil, which in this case must be short circuited

by a switch marked S. C. S., provided for tiiat purpose on the movable coil, and
it is increased by sliding back the secondary coil to the right.

When the "Faradic" switch at the back of the pole-changing switch is

turned on, and the vibrator set in motion, the current from the galvanic bind-
ing posts is now of a pulsating character, as the current from the primary of the
faradic coil is superposed on the straight galvanic current, thereby producing the
pulsating current as described by Dr De W^atteviile. The strength of these two
combined currents is controlled by the rheostat in the ordinary way.
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THE EDISON

Therapeutic Sinusoidal Machine
For Use on the no to 120=Volt Direct Current.

Including Edison Alternator— 1 10 to 120-Volt Motor—Water Rheo-

stat—2 Lamp Resistances for regulating speed of motor and intensity

of exciting current in alternator, mounted on polished oak table with

a-ttachment plug and cords, and sponge electrodes, handles and cords.

Price, complete, $100.00.

DESCRIPTION.

This little alternator (sliowu iu cut on top of table, on right) is intended for the

production of siuusoidal alternating currents in electro therapeutic treatment. It

is driven by a small motor running on the Edison direct 110 to 120-volt current

(shown on left). The field frame is of laminated iron, supported by castings, and

has twelve poles. On each pole is a spool with two windings of^vire. The inner

has eight layers of fine wire, and the outer two layers of coarse.
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All the fine wire windings are connected in one series, which constitutes the

secondary or delivery coil. All the coarse wire windings are connected in another

series, forming the primary or field winding of the machine. By this arrangement

it is only necessary to drive the armature, which is a combination of laminated iron

disks, to transform the continuous primary current into alternating current waves
in the secondary circuit, and by duly proportioning the grooves and projections on

the armature surface these waves are made sinusoidal.

Twenty-four alternations or twelve complete periods are generated for every

revolution of the armature, and since a speed of 4,800 revolutions per minute can

be attained, the frequency can be carried to 1,920 alternations per second or over

115,000 alternations per minute. For steady running a more moderate speed and

frequency will usually be desirable.

The primary winding of the alternator is excited by the 110 to 120-volt direct

current, which is controlled by a lamp rheostat, the switchboard operating same
being shown in the front of cut, on the right, and the lamps being placed under

the table. In this way the strength of the secondary currents can be controlled in-

dependently of the frequency.

The speed of the motor, and consequently the number of alternations of the

secondary currents, can be varied by the lamp rheostat shown in the front of cut,

on the left, as this rheostat is included in the motor circuit.

The Water Rheostat shown in the centre of the table is connected in shunt

with the secondary circuit, and is used to vary the strength of the current applied

to the patient.

The sensations that are produced by the application of this instrument differ

radically from those which result from the employment of an ordinary faradic coil.

They are much softer, more agreeable, equally developed at either; pole, and gen-

erally exhibit the characteristic sensations attributed to sinusoidal currents.

The electromotive force attainable in the secondary coils amounts to 50 volts
;

but on closing the secondary circuit, under the condition of ordinary application,

the voltage at secondary terminals usually falls to less than twenty volts, depend-

ing upon the amount of external resistance.

The alternator and motor are finished in nickel and are provided with self-oiling

bearings. The lamps belonging to the rheostat are all placed underneath the

table, so as to avoid any inconvenience to the operator arising from the brilliancy of

the lights.

The apparatus is mounted on a polished quartered oak table of handsome de-

sign, and the workmanship on the entire outfit leaves nothing to be desired. If the

outfit is required for use in a city where only the alternating current is obtainable,

it can be furnished with an alternating-current motor in place of the direct current

motor without extra charge, but it will be necessary to excite the primary winding

of the alternator independently with batteries, as the alternating current cannot be

used for this purpose. In ordering outfits for running on the alternating electric-

light circuit, please always state this fact, as otherwise outfits with direct current

motors will be sent. (See also 500- volt outfit on page 65
)
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The Edison Therapeutic

Sinusoidal Wall In=

strument for 500 Volt

Circuit.

Consisting of Edison Alter-

nator, 500-volt motor, two 500-

Tolt Enamel Rheostats for

re.:;ulating speed of motor and

intensity of exciting current

in alternator
—

"Water Rheostat

—mounted on wall bracket

with bevelea glass door with

lock, and 500-volt switches on

each of the leading-in wires.

Price, complete, $150.00.

This outfit will give the

same sinusoidal current as that

shown on page 63, the only

difference being that it is de-

signed for the 500-volt circuit.

Edison Therapeutic Sinusoidal Alternator.

Price, separately,

$35.00.

This instrument is

fully described on pages

63 and 64.
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The Edison Therapeutic Sinusoidal Battery Machine
For Sinusoidal Currents—Cautery and Diagnostic Lamp Work.

Price, complete with sponge electrodes, cords and CI 7^ 00
cautery cord, handle and one Electrode, - - - »pi>O.VU

This instrument shown in cut above, has been designed to meet the need
of physicians who are unable to obtain the 110 to 120-volt direct current, or the 500-

volt direct current, and will be found a most efficient machine. It consists of an
Edison Sinusoidal Alternator, shown on the right of cut, driven by an Edison bat-

tery motor, shown on the left of cut. It is furnished with a rheostat (shown in

front of motor) for controlling the speed of same, and another rheostat (shown in

front of alternator) for varying the intensity of this latter instrument.
The rheostat for controlling the alternating current supplied to the patient, is

shown in the middle of the cut. The motor is driven by a battery of 8 Edison-
Lalande cells, type " S," shown on the lower shelf of cabinet, and the alternator is

excited by another battery of 8 Edison-Lalande cells, type " R," placed on the top
shelf of cabinet.

The instrument is fitted with a combination switch, by which the two separate

batteries can be connected in multiple, so as to furnish a powerful current for cau-

tery work, the switch at the same time opening the motor and alternator circuits,

and the motor rheoslat can then be used for regulating the heat of the cautery
knives, or controlling the current for diagnostic lamp work, for which it is most
efficient. This combination battery can also be used most effectively to operate the
Edison-Heiman Electrical rcntrifuge, and also Edison X-Ray battery apparatus
(see pages 55 to 58 and 39, 40 and 41.
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EDISON COMBINATION BATTERY GENERATOR CABINET^

For Qalvanic-Sinusoidal-Cautery-Faradic-Motor and

Diagnostic Lamp Work.

Price, complete, $250.00.

This cabinet represents tlie latest advance in apparatus for electro-therapeutic

work and "will furnish all the various currents that are required in this class of

practice. It is strongly recommended for the use of electro-medical specialists, and

will be found a most efficient machine in every respect.

DESCRIPTION.

The motor shown on the left of cut has a secondary winding that generates a gal-

vanic current of 70 volts, which ii suitably controlled by the rheostat shown in

front of the motor.
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The combination switch in the middle of the table controls the entire board ex-

cept the faradic coil, and by turning it partly round, the current is changed foom

Galvanic to Sinusoidal, or Cautery as may be desired.

The entire apparatus is operated by 16 Edison-Lalande cells, arranged in 3 sets

of 8—and there is absolutely no difficulty in setting up and installing this appara-

tus as the fullest directions accompany each outfit.

The Faradic coil on this battery is of the DuBois-Raymond type, and the

secondary coil of same, which is entirely removable, is wound with about 1,800

yards of No. 36 B. & S. wire, which is divided into 6 equal sections. Each of these

sections is brought out to separate connections at the end of the spool, and they

can be thrown into the circuit as desired by a switch provided for that purpose.

The coil is operated by the same battery and is provided with a rheostat for regu-

lating the strength of the exciting current. This coil is constructed entirely on the

approved recommendations of the American Electro-Therapeutic Association.

For fufthei? particulars write for Special Circular. J- \J'



Notice to Purchasers,

This catalogue supersedes previous editions.

Care should be taken to give the present number ;i name

rry instrument ordered.

All prices are strictly lange without notice.

terms are cash with order, or thirty days' time when satisfac-

ory reference is furnished.

If desired, goods will be shippet! I)\ ('. O. i). express at purchas-

c.xpense, provided remittance .
' the order equal to one-

third the total amount of bill.

N"o order for less than five, ddllnrs will he scut C () |)

i (-. grapn orders snouici ne conm-mea iniincjiauM}' i)y mail.

Remittance should be made by express money order, postal money

' . sight draft or registered letter.

All prices are F. O. B., factory, boxing extra.

Due care is exercised in preparing for shipment, but we assume

ibsolutely no responsibility for damage to goods after they leave our
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